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Another thing.
The Copenhagen is a real looker. Its clean, bold, modern lines are enhanced by the spherical shaped knob. And the outside plate doesn't have any unsightly exposed attaching screws. That's our new Copenhagen. And you don't have to go to Denmark to get it.
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The developer of Houston's Ranger Insurance Building went to his architects with two requirements. First, design a marketable building with a distinctly beautiful identity. And then minimize the air conditioning system without sacrificing comfort.

Now, one would think, that in the Houston climate, you need all the air conditioning you can get.

But the architects selected PPG's Solarban 480 Bronze Twinwindow insulating glass. The reflective glass that would not only satisfy the tough mechanical requirement, but would also be aesthetically pleasing.

In this case, the architects chose a muted bronze coverplate, which was heat strengthened to resist thermal stress, to complement the bronze aluminum curtainwall.

On the inside, the pleasing transmitted light of the Solarban 480 Bronze units offers substantial visual comfort and largely eliminates the need for blinds or draperies, despite the bright Texas sun.

And all the while, less air conditioning equipment is working less.

Look into the advantages of Solarban 480 Bronze Twinwindow insulating glass—or the others in our family of Environmental Glass—for your next building. Write PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future
TwInnovo® insulating glass.
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has presented the divergent
highly, the excellent article
by Suzanne Stephens entitled

think, has given the practicing
views of those of us who are
“Pushing Prisons Aside.” Ms.
Stephens has told the story well,
architect with an interest in this
field a good deal of food for
enthusiastic endorsement.
which this Academy is working
ing innovative changes. I will
ition of all the members of the
views and ideas expressed in it.
they have the benefit of the
“Pushing Prisons Aside,” which
Columbus, Ohio
FORUM: think the article,
which you commented on proj­
appeared in your March issue
versity of the viewpoints from
ects in the field of correctional
magazine.

important is Peter Samton, Design
Director, who worked closely as a
member of the team on the
site solution and building design.
Gordan Vance was the Project
Manager and Robert A. Gench
was a key designer.
Thank you again for including
our project in your excellent
coverage of a fascinating field.
JORDAN L. GRUZEN
Chief Executive, Gruzen & Partners
New York, N.Y.

FORUM: The article on prison re­
quirements was excellent, well
informed and well constructed. I
have had copies provided to
our architectural and planning
staff.

MARTIN GALLENT
Vice Chairman,
City Planning Commission
New York, N.Y.

FORUM: I have received and read
the March issue. You did a fine
job. I wish that so much of each
page were not devoted to
buildings, but then that is the
business of architecture. It is
so hard, isn’t it, to show a pic­
ture of a non-prison.
WILLIAM G. NAELG
Director, The American Foundation Inc.
institute of Corrections

FORUM: My attention has been
directed to your March issue; specifically, to an article con­tained therein entitled, “Pushing
Prisons Aside.” It is apparent
that this article presents, in a
forthright and comprehensive
manner, the varied opinions and
positions prevalent in the field
of corrections today, particular­
y as they apply to correctional
facilities. This information is
surely of interest to those such
as myself who are occupied in
the struggle to improve the
environmental and programmatic
qualities of prison life.
NORMAN E. GERVIAI
Director of Facilities Planning
Department of Correctional Services
Albany, N.Y.

FORUM: Your prisons article
did cover avant-garde proposals
on corrections quite well, and
I’m sure you must have had a
very difficult time selecting the
final subject matter. Most of
us in the article are acquainted
to some degree, so I suppose
we’ll have the further opportu­
nity to discuss the “moral di­
lemmas.”
I’ll have to admit that there
is a good deal of confusion in
the architect’s mind concerning
new approaches in corrections,
though we all agree that it must
happen. The confusion starts
when we try to define the role
of the architect, as our profes­sion is certainly not of one
mind. Some architects are
strongly oriented to social con­
cept, and there are other archi­
tects whose efforts are directed
more toward implementation.
Obviously, a mix of both the
social aspects and implementa­tion is required. In the end, di­
rection must be positively given
by the total criminal justice sys­
tem, as I doubt that any one
group will be altruistic enough
to crusade the issues.
My great concern is the fi­
ncing of new treatment ap­
proaches. Your article implied
that some of the more progres­sive
diversionary programs on the
local level would be cheaper
to operate than the big institu­tions we have now. On a one­
to-one comparison, this is prob­
ably true, but in the overall, I
doubt it. Emphasis in alterna­tive
programs must be placed
on properly trained guidance
and treatment personnel and in
sufficient quantity. We have
found consistently in the design
of almost any correctional proj­
cet that the cost of staff to gov­
ernmental units is a real con­
sideration. Most counties and
municipalities are simply not
budgeted to pick up the tab and
they continually look to the
State. In many legislative bodies
there is great dissension as to
whether corrections will be ad­
ministered at the local level or
administered by the State, or
a combination of both. These
decisions must be resolved by
the State legislatures before
real progress can be made. The
States will also look to the Fed­
eral Government for help. In
the enthusiasm for change we
could well give way to a bu­
reaucracy in corrections on the
Federal level.
I can’t help but think of the
relatively new Pruitt-Igoe project
in St. Louis going down with a
clay of dynamite. And I don’t
think that the Architect
far exceeded the Federal cri­
teria of the time. Our current
avant-garde thinking is estab­
lishing direction, but it cannot
be adopted as national policy
regardless of who says it, with­
out more in-depth research and
performance evaluation. Dr.
Sommer’s remarks as quoted in
your article, which were basic­
lly given at the National Sym­
posium, are really straight to
the point.
Let’s hope that the current
“moral dilemmas” will at least
spur research and provide addi­tional performance evaluation.
JOHN W. MCGOUGH, A.I.A.
Spokane, Wash.

PHILIP JOHNSON
FORUM: Congratulations on your
spectacular Jan./Feb. issue on
Philip Johnson.
The Minneapolis buildings
were beautiful, and Philip’s
statement concerning architec­
ture in general and housing in
particular brought hope and
comfort to at least two of his
followers who have been deeply
engaged in the recent struggle
to produce better housing.
The whole issue is a pleasure
to read.
NORMAN E. GERVAIS
Vice Chairman,
City Planning Commission
New York, N.Y.

FORUM: For those of us who
were in architecture school in
the late 1960’s, there were many
architects to whom we gave
near deity status, whether it
was deserved or not. And for
those of us who looked to Philip
Johnson, we have not been dis­
appointed since. Your January/
February issue documents the
fact that he alone stands today
as the most significant architect
of this decade. It is to his credit
—and is perhaps his most en­
viable quality—that neither he
nor his architecture can be
snugly fit into any definable
mold.
Since many of the architec­tural
publications today do not,
for whatever reason, provide an
in-depth focus on personalities
when they present their work,
the Forum, which has consis­tently
done an outstanding job of
filling that gap, again de­
serves credit for this remark­
able piece of architectural jour­
nalism. This particular issue
not only serves as an excellent
and up-dated companion to
Philip Johnson 1949-1965, but it
is through the publication of
the words, and not so much
the work, which we can see else­
where with some degree of
frequency, that we are able to
better understand the man and
his work.
The architectural profession
needs articulate spokesmen like
Philip Johnson who are not
afraid to point fingers and to
say what needs to be said.
You have once more done a
great service to the profession
and to those who care about
architecture and the environ­
ment.
M. DAVIS MAYFIELD, III
College Station, Texas
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REVIEWED BY STUART E. COHEN

If there is such a thing as a zeitgeist which emerges from time to time in architecture, the almost simultaneous appearance of Charles Jencks and Nathan Silver's Adhocism, a book by the Venturis, and the current urban theories of Colin Rowe, may cause critics to sniff the air with the conviction that at least the immediate future of architecture may be discerned. The architecture of this future may be ad hoc in its decisions, processes, and materials, providing new opportunities for pluralism and participatory democracy (Jencks and Silver). It may be inclusive, utilizing familiar anti-elitist images and symbols appealing to a larger number of its users (Venturi). And it may be contextual, always looking to the local solution as appropriate, filling gaps, and providing a new architectural humanism in which physical continuity will substitute for a lacking cultural continuity (Rowe). If the positions described above are generally considered divergent, it is because of the architectural images currently associated with them (Archigram, Las Vegas, and International Style architecture, among others). What they share, the zeitgeist, is a belief in empirical judgment and action as a working strategy, collage as a working process, and the rejection of the heroic stance of modern architecture as one of their ends. To suggest the comparison will, I hope, provide a perspective for the appreciation of Adhocism. The description of a new architecture usually comes couched in morally loaded terms. We are enlightened. We are educated. Jencks for his critique “History as Myth” (in Meaning in Architecture, ed. Jencks and Baird) in which he argues, “... that architecture is always experienced morally and that its very meaning is dependent on this.” In Adhocism Jencks deftly switches hats and does what he has chastised Giedion, Pe夫ner, Banham, and Silver for doing. He takes sides. Jencks writes:

- “Ad hoc means for this specific need or purpose.
- A need is common to all living things; only men have higher purposes. But these needs and purposes are normally frustrated by the great time and energy expended in their realization.
- A purpose immediately fulfilled is the ideal of adhocism; it cuts through the usual delays caused by specialization, bureaucracy and hierarchical organization.
- Today we are immersed in forces and ideas that hinder the fulfillment of human purposes; large corporations standardize and limit our choice; philosophy of behaviorism conditions people to deny their potential freedom; “modern architecture” becomes the convention for “good taste” and an excuse to deny the plurality of actual needs.
- But a new mode of direct action is emerging, the rebirth of a democratic mode and style, where everyone can create his personal environment out of imaginable personal subsystems, whether they are new or old, modern or antique. By realizing his immediate needs by combining ad hoc parts, the individual creates, sustains and transcends himself. Shaping the local environment towards desired ends is a key to mental health; the present environment, blank and unresponsive, is a key to idiocy and brainwashing.”

Here we have: standardization limiting choice, great bureaucracies and forces hindering human fulfillment, and conventions of design threatening the pluralities of needs and mental health. Adhocism makes no claims to be an objective study. Its format, in part, seems to present the history of an idea and suggests the possibility of utilizing Jencks' “History as Myth” as a critical model. Adhocism’s myth would be a response to “the spirit of the age” and Jencks' words into opposition.

These generate the following approximate oppositions: choice, repression; multiplicity, specialization; pluralism, elitism; participatory democracy, hierarchical organization; inclusive, exclusive; open, closed; spontaneous, planned; expedient, ideal; and of course, personal. Corollary to a myth which attributes a course of action to “the spirit of the age” is the embodiment of the new sensibilities in the person of the noble savage, whose unfet¬consciuos works are to be emulated. Modern architecture’s noble savage was the engineer. For Silver the last four. If Jencks’ and her Housekeeping Hints.
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It is in the area of urbanism that Adhocism’s pictures rather than its verbal arguments seem expedient to a developing society. The advantage of this piecemeal method of ordering over totalistic planning is that it allows one to disentangle causes and effects and learn from mistakes; totalistic planning, in seeking to change everything at once, has no relative order against which to measure progressive change. While the question of whether or not a “sensitive order against which to measure progressive change” is a problem when one considers an architecture or urbanism which is process or environments which are continually self altering, it is the image of “totalistic planning” implied by some of the book’s illustrations that throws its pictures and its words into opposition.

Jencks and Silver have written a good book which, if nothing else, should serve to can¬onize the visual sources of the British Archigram movement. It is well illustrated and often well argued. It should be looked at, read and taken seriously. To deny the present validity of empirical solutions, the strategy of Adhocism, Inclusivism, and Contextualism, would be to ignore the failure of heroic modern architecture’s stated social and architectural purposes as well as its failure to produce a viable urbanism. However, here the question is still with us and as Silver writes, “Adhocism is not to everyone’s liking; many prefer a heroic role in a fresh battle to the slow amelioration of a situation which is easier to accept as unfairly ‘lost’.”
the new pedestal base system for all tables

A simple idea: an ingenious hub; an attractive leg. Then a few simple variations of both to make up a pedestal base system that has both unity of design and unlimited flexibility. The hub is available with three, four, or five orifices. To receive that many individual legs, or various legs/stringer combinations. Which slide easily, neatly into the hub. Solid. The legs? Three lengths. Two heights. Understated purity of design. And to complete the system, the column forms the base for a variety of top supports. They all fit beautifully — a system for round, square, trapezoidal, rectangular, semi-circular or boat shape table tops. There’s more to tell, including some interesting suggestions for use of this new design idea. Write:

Centro. It unclutters.

Centro
1056 West Mason St., Green Bay, WI 54306
(414) 437-3245
"WE KNEW WE'D CUT OWNING AND OPERATING COSTS WITH LOF GLASS..."
RAY BORING  
Building Manager  
Avco Financial Center

The Avco Financial Tower at Newport Beach soars into the California skies in everchanging beauty. Many things about the building are gratifyingly predictable, however.

The engineering consultants—James A. Knowles & Associates—predicted that the use of Thermopane® insulating units made with Vari-Tran® coated glass from LOF would save Avco almost $20,000 annually in owning and operating costs when compared to conventional bronze plate glass. Additionally, LOF reflective glass enabled the owner to install smaller fan-coil machinery on the upper 15 floors, thereby gaining more than 6,000 square feet of rental area for the owner.

Now, the Avco Financial Tower has won the 1972 Utilization of Energy Award in Southern California, a tribute to sound design and selection of materials that is made more meaningful by the energy crisis that afflicts many parts of the country.

An LOF architectural representative can't guarantee that yours will be an award winning building, but he can show you how building owners can conserve on operating costs. For the entire story, send for our brochure, "Reach for a Rainbow." Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Dept. F-673, Toledo, Ohio 43695.
FOREIGN INTRIGUE
Casa Thomas Jefferson in Brasilia by Mitchell/Giurgola Associates, with Associate Architects Alcides Rocha Miranda and Elvin McKay Dubugras, shows that the U.S. Government occasionally makes a good architectural move. At the instigation of Neil Thompson of the United States Information Agency (who worked with Louis Kahn for eight years) an arrangement was made for the American and local architects to collaborate on the design of a Bi-National Cultural Center. This is the first time a government agency has fostered such a relationship.

The project, jointly sponsored with a Brazilian non-profit community agency, is small scale—in keeping with neighboring low density housing and the agreed on need for modesty. It contains 20 classrooms and two language laboratories for teaching English, a 25,000-volume library exhibition hall, 250-seat multi-purpose auditorium, an amphitheater, and offices for the USIS, Fulbright Commission and the school. It has nightly movies and talks.

Like other Mitchell/Giurgola buildings, and unlike most at Brasilia, Casa Jefferson focuses inward. The spare and unpredictable rhythms of the exteriors may pique curiosity until the entrances become an enticing invitation to find one's way around theinner complexities. The middle entrances are direct but those at the ends are oblique; narrow passageways for individuals approaching the library or classes; wider ones at the other end for those going to large group facilities. The architects liken the intriguing garden to the scale, informality and tightly knit quality of Rio's squatters' settlement; and will reinforce these qualities through the painterly use of colors on the stucco exteriors—pinks, violets and greens relating to the pungent red earth color—in an additional effort to break away from the sterility of Brasilia.

(continued on page 12)
She's not crying because her hand's not hurt!

New Amarlite \textit{SAFETYLINE} entrance protects people from injury!

A child's hand is priceless. That and safety for all people is the inspiration for this unique, beautiful entrance.

There is no way to injure hands at either stile, thanks to a cylindrical guard at the pivot edge and a vinyl protector at the locking edge. Flush hardware with recessed pull prevents injuries—no projections to catch clothing, purses, packages or jewelry. Safetyline must be glazed with tempered or safety glass only.

The first safe and secure entrance has a 2-point top-and-bottom rod lock. Discourages break-ins and eliminates finger-cutting and ring-catching at keeper for dead bolt-type locks. Available in corrosion-resistant Amanodic hard coat finishes (dark bronze and black) and clear anodized aluminum.

Unique pivot guard prevents pinched fingers. There is no dangerous gap between the pivot stile and the jamb, as there is when an ordinary door opens. The gap is eliminated by cylindrical design.

Exclusive flexible vinyl finger protector eliminates danger to hand caught by closing door. If a hand gets caught, vinyl "gives," preventing injury. No scissors action as with an ordinary door.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{*}Patent Pending

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c}
\textbf{MAIN OFFICE:} \\
P.O. BOX 1719, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30301 \\
\textbf{PHONE:} 404-691-5750
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
KEEPING THE FAITHS
The Religious Facilities Center completes the village center quadrangle of Wilde Lake, the first of eight to ten neighborhoods being built in the new city of Columbia, Maryland. Each neighborhood of 8,000 to 11,000 will be focused on a center with community, social, school and church facilities. Whereas the program for Wilde Lake first called for the clustering of all churches on one site, a single structure was settled on to express interfaith cooperation. The common entrance court (above), provides an approach to the village center and access to its parking areas. All rooms except offices open onto a common foyer with a central baptistry; office spaces are also shared. The complex by Architects Huygens and Tappe of Boston provides for 13 denominations. The major worship rooms are planned for the predominant use of one denomination—a 600-seat room for Catholics, a 350-seat room for Protestants—but may be used by other denominations and for civic and educational assemblies, theater and church suppers as well. The ceilings in the worship spaces have a flexible lighting layout adaptable to various moveable seating arrangements.

CHEERS
Beef and Brew in Portland, Oregon is a welcome prototype for a new franchise which aims to give its customers maximum food and drink for a prix fixe. The exterior, what you see of it over the berm, is sand blasted concrete; the roof is standing-seam weathering steel. There's an aura of congenial darkness and coziness in the interior with natural oil finish on oak booths and hemlock paneling. The ceiling is made of resawn glulams and resawn two-inch white fir decking. The terracing of the booths allows all diners privacy, plus a view of the central fireplace, and leaves room for compact support facilities below. The building area is 5,800 sq. ft. with a seating capacity of 240, and cost $289,000. The design and interiors are by Campbell-Yost-Grube & Partners. It's good to see how nice a roadside stand can be.
Preliminary plans by Liu Urban Design Associates, based in New York City, call for a 67-acre park and recreation complex at the former Mitchell Field on Long Island. The scheme includes three pools, ice skating facilities, tennis courts, rose gardens, a band shell, a large plaza and mall, restaurants, playgrounds and an indoor rifle range—altogether, some congenial cacaphony on the Sound. The recreational facilities surround a man-made lake, with waterways interconnecting smaller lakes, fountains, and reflecting pools. Sufficient parking for staff and normal weekday use will be at the south boundary of the park. Peak use parking for weekends and evenings will be in the facilities of adjacent commercial and office buildings, thus conserving land for park activities. A consortium of engineers and architects, hopefully including the Liu firm, will be appointed by the county to develop the plans. The park should be open in 1976.

The $120,000 Block residence in Houston, designed by Charles Tapley and Associate, enhances a heavily wooded site, and was placed in existing clearings. The architects make the apt remark that it was part of the program to "recognize the site as a resource equal to the building," and the program has obviously paid off. Areas of maximum family activity—living and dining rooms, plus a study—open to each other, although the study may be closed off by a curved sliding wall. Formality is minimized. Simplicity—creosoted cedar siding, interior walls of gypsum board—is maintained.
Standing on 20 rolling acres on the outskirts of Madison, Wisconsin, is a new building that could have been designed by Nature herself. It fits perfectly into the environment—yet establishes its own character and dignity on the rural scene.

The Farm Bureau Building, which houses the Rural Insurance Companies, the Wisconsin Farm Bureau and several smaller offices, is a beautiful example of how USS COR-TEN Steel blends with other materials and helps the total structure harmonize with its natural surroundings.

The $4 1/2 million, 143,580 square-foot building has a USS ULTIMET Steel Curtainwall System and utilizes materials that are easy to maintain:

USS COR-TEN steel, brick and solar glass.

For practical and aesthetic reasons, COR-TEN was a natural choice. It doesn’t have to be painted—so it saves maintenance costs. If it ever gets scratched, the surface oxide heals itself! And that rich, russet color actually deepens and becomes more strikingly beautiful as it gets older.

Inside this unique building . . . even more surprises. A fully enclosed atrium, complete with shrubs and trees that reach upwards for four stories, take up about 10% of the interior space. Steel on the interior of the atrium is pre-weathered COR-TEN steel.

The Farm Bureau Building is another example of the intelligent use of a remarkable steel: USS COR-TEN. It represents the most imaginative expression of contemporary architecture—with due respect for what Nature built first!

For more information, contact a USS Construction Marketing Representative through the nearest USS sales office or write: United States Steel, 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

Owner: The Rural Insurance Companies, Madison, Wisconsin
Architects: Peters & Martinsons, Madison, Wisconsin
General Contractor: J. H. Findorff & Son, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin

USS, COR-TEN and ULTIMET are registered trademarks.
CITIES

SEATTLE ON THE RISE
Seattle is in the midst of a mild building boom. The severe recession that hit this beautiful city by Puget Sound when Congress canceled the SST project is fading, and at least five major skyscrapers are under way or in the planning stage, including the 42-story Bank of California Center designed by John Graham & Co. and the 20-story Peoples National Bank of Washington designed by the Richardson Assoc.

In addition, the $40-million King County Stadium (a joint design venture by three firms under the name Naramore, Skilling & Praeger), slated for completion in 1976, is now rising south of the business district. And two major parks should be under construction by summer. One is the $5-million Waterfront Park, designed by the Bumgardner Partnership, and the other is the park designed by Lawrence Halprin & Associates, complete with waterfall and canyon, that will top a bridge over the downtown section of Interstate 5.

Perhaps most indicative of Seattle’s resurgence is the restoration, planned and completed, of some of the city’s more striking older buildings. The Grand Central on the Park building, a former hotel converted to boutiques and offices, is now fully rented.

ST. LOUIS WALKWAY
What will amount to a major investment in both the present and future of downtown St. Louis is underway. During the next ten years these plans will see an estimated $260,000,000 spent on structures on 24 central business district blocks, to the south of Busch Memorial Stadium and to the East of Gateway Arch. And it is hoped that these projects, a Convention Center and a five building Mercantile Center, can be linked both to each other and to much of the rest of downtown St. Louis by a system of overhead pedestrian walkways. Already there are five overhead walkways connecting St. Louis buildings, and if planning becomes reality these bridges would become part of a skyway system separating pedestrians from wheeled traffic.

Scheduled for construction this summer is the first building in Mercantile Center, a 35-story tower. The Center is designed by Thompson, Ventulett and Steinback of Atlanta, with Sverdrup and Parcel, St. Louis, as supervising architects and engineers.

Eventually Mercantile Center will include three other office towers of 27, 24 and 51 stories (the city’s tallest building) and a 25-story hotel with 800 rooms and plans for an addition of 200 rooms.

Developers of Mercantile Center along with the Mercantile Trust Co. are Crow, Pope and Land Enterprises of Atlanta, the developers of Atlanta’s Peachtree Center, San Francisco’s Embarcadero and Houston’s Allen Center.

The St. Louis Convention Center will include two hotels, two retail centers, two office buildings and several garages beside the convention hall itself. Sverdrup and Parcel are architects and engineers for Convention Plaza and for the Center’s building Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, in association with Charles Fleming and Carey K. Jenkins, are architects. Within the land set aside for Convention Plaza a block square area has been reserved for a hotel to be designed by Robert McMahon and Associates.

UPDATING KANSAS CITY
Perhaps not everything is up to date in Kansas City anymore, but it seems in a fair way to become so again. This spring a new $250 million jetport opened. Plans are under way for a new convention center and a new hockey arena. And perhaps most significantly Hallmark Cards Inc. is investing a reported $200 million in an 85 acre complex directly across from the old Union Station in the downtown area.

Open already in what Hallmark calls Crown Center are offices in a complex designed by Edward Larabee Barnes of New York. By July 1st this complex will encompass 640,000 sq. ft. and be 85 percent occupied. Also open is a 750 room hotel and motor lodge, designed by Harry Weese and Associates of Chicago. And planned for September is 100,000 sq. ft. of retail space with three restaurants also designed by Barnes.

Housing will be added sometime next year—a first phase providing 427 luxury apartments, designed by The Architects Collaborative of Boston. Mr. Joyce Hall, the founder of Hallmark, thinks of the project as “the most ambitious of its kind in the world.” And he confidently predicts that the project will bring “interesting people back downtown.” By the time it is completed in 1983, Crown Center will have one million sq. ft. of office space, 250,000 sq. ft. of shopping and cultural space, 2200 apartments and parking space for 7000 cars.

“We're a town whose time has come,” points out Richard Degenhardt, Director of the Chamber of Commerce. He
thinks of Kansas City as beginning to move the way Atlanta and Houston did a few years back.

Hallmark selected the three architectural firms involved in Crown Center because of the compatibility of their work, and the overall planning done by the Barnes office includes a ten acre park and central plaza and several landscaped terraces over underground parking. Buildings in the initial complex are a precast concrete aggregate with marble chips giving it a warm gray color. Windows and their anodized aluminum frames are also gray.

ENVIRONMENT

HOPE FOR VENICE

When U. S. Grant first saw Venice he is supposed to have said it would be a fine place if it were only drained. A lot of people have, in a way, come around to that position, not wanting to drain it entirely, only to a point where the piazzas aren't flooded, the monuments not eroded, and the buildings no longer sinking.

Built on the mud flats in a lagoon, Venice has always been unstable, but the drilling of some 19,000 wells beneath the city over the years has lowered the water table and caused the city to sink. At present Venice is sinking at a rate of three millimeters a year. In addition some of the polar ice is melting, raising ocean levels, and occasional winds in the Adriatic

force water towards the city. At least 70 times a year, there are a few centimeters of water in the Piazza San Marco.

But something is finally about to be done. On April 13th the Italian Parliament agreed to appropriate $500 million to the Save Venice Plan. Under the plan the wells beneath the city will be capped, water pipelines will be built to supply nearby industry, relieving it of reliance on city water, and huge locks will be built across the three entrances to the lagoon to control periodic flooding. Although the total cost may be far in excess of the $500 million appropriated, especially if disagreement continues on exactly how it should be spent, some think many of Venice's water problems can be controlled within three years. In an interview earlier this year, Italian oceanographer Dr. Roberto Frassetto, who headed the research into Venice's subsidence, said: "Venice will have a short life, if we don't prevent floods . . . We're not ready to say how long Venice will live, but everything we know today allows us to act immediately . . . We're going to solve Venice's basic problems and then take very good care of her. So, you won't have to worry."

A TREE GROWS IN MIAMI

Many trees will be growing in Miami because of the efforts of Architect Thurston Hatcher and members of the Florida South Chapter of the A.I.A.

This group of arboral enthusiasts has created the Greater Miami Tree Conservation Bank. When someone finds it necessary to remove a tree in Miami, s/he notifies the Tree Bank. The Bank then removes the tree and replants it in a public area, giving the owner a receipt for the value (based on an appraisal of its cost if purchased in a commercial nursery).

The owner could then use this receipt as a tax deduction for a charitable contribution to a non-profit organization.

These architects are also trying to encourage more planting in parking lots. Therefore, if the lot owner agrees to planting, the Tree Bank architects will design his parking lot free of charge.

Another aspect of the Tree Bank's program concerns planting of small seedlings. South Florida residents are encouraged to gather small seedlings and turn them over to the County nursery, which then cares for them until they can be publicly planted. This process, Hatcher points out, is cheaper than moving already grown trees, and because of the warm climate provides substantial results in ten years.

While the Tree Bank has been working on a program to educate the public about its services, it has also been busy legislatively. In the past few months, the Bank has been able to push through ordinances in Dade County, Miami and other municipalities forbidding the bulldozing of any tree over a certain height and width.

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS . . .

While the United States wrestled with the specific timing of auto exhaust controls, Europe was debating the broad issue of protecting the environment. At the European Ministerial Environment Conference held this spring in Vienna, the 17 nation Council of Europe found itself divided. While the nine Common Market nations gave lip service to the need to protect nature, the other, less-industrialized nations wanted to talk about immediate controls for curbing the spread of pollution. A proposal by Austria to put teeth into anti-pollution proposals and calling for international collaboration was slapped down by the Council. What emerged was no more, if no less, than what emerges from most such conferences. In this case it took the form of a 4,000 word document saying that the council members wanted to come to grips with pollution in its many forms. Next year another conference will meet to evaluate further steps.

PRESERVATION

SKETCHING

Architect Bill H. Bocook of Palo Alto, California likes found objects. "I've always enjoyed drawing functional things," he says. "They're the way they are because of what they do. Everything has a meaning. It's done with a purpose. There's no embellishment. And, I guess the older and shaggier they are, the more I enjoy drawing them." This is why Mr. Bocook often sketches industrial buildings like Lone Star Industries (Page 18) or a salt works or sand plant or cannery. He likes recording craftsmanship and use of ma-
Redwood City's tannery where everything, including the pipes, was of redwood. Mr. Bocook is discouraged by the many failures of preservation efforts in the East but is optimistic about what's happening to save significant mementoes of the West Coast heritage, especially in the San Francisco region.

FOOTING THE BILL

Our Washington, D.C., correspondent, Carleton Knight, has overheard some telling comments around Congress lately: "Would you buy a pig in a poke?" asked Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Iowa). Rep. Samuel S. Stratton (D-N.Y.) said that it was like taking an old car that needed some repairs and trading it in on a Cadillac. Rep. Bob Casey (D-Tex.) noted, "No one makes a pilgrimage to this wall, as people do to the Blarney Stone, to kiss it. If they do, all they are going to get to kiss is some General Services Administration paint." It ought to be called, "the architects' wailing wall," said Rep. Clarence D. Long (D-La.). "If Frederick Law Olmsted were alive today," said Rep. John F. Seiberling (D-Ohio), "he would say the proposed West Front extension is an improvement."

What all those gentlemen were talking about was the controversial proposal to extend the West Front of the U.S. Capitol by 80 feet and thus provide more office space. A bill to allow such an extension was part of the 1974 legislative branch appropriations and it passed the U.S. House of Representatives in April.

On April 17, the House rejected a move to cut the project off without any funds by a vote of 189-196. The following day, by a vote of 215-185, the House voted to appropriate $58 million for the $60 million plan ($2 million has already been spent on planning and study).

At that cost, it is probably the most expensive building (per square foot) in history—far outrunning the legendary Rayburn House Office Building with its more than 100 percent cost overrun and the new FBI Building now under construction. The extension to the West Front is now estimated to cost $222 per sq. ft. based on actual space and $368 (that's right—three hundred and sixty-eight) per sq. ft. on the usable space. The FBI Building will come in at about $68 per sq. ft. as the Rayburn Building was about $50.

The 270,000 sq. ft. extension will contain about 160,000 sq. ft. of usable space for 285 offices as well as meeting rooms and auditoriums. But nothing is definite and the final plans have yet to be drawn.

That's what upsets Rep. Gross. No one really knows what will be included. "They might stick in a bowling alley," he says. He objects to voting money to build a project before the final plans have been drawn and many of his colleagues felt the same way. Furthermore, says Rep. Stratton, who leads the opposition, "we have been talking about holding the line [on spending] and yet here we are being asked to spend $58 million that we do not need to spend."

The bill now goes to the Senate where Sen. Ernest F. Hollings (D-S.C.) will again lead the opposition to the plan. Hearings on the proposal will begin before his Appropriations Subcommittee in mid-May. Under his active efforts and with the assistance of Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) last year the spending proposal was narrowly defeated.

The AIA launched its latest attack on the West Front extension on March 29 with a full-dress press conference. President Scott Ferebee led off and was followed by Archibald C. Rogers, First Vice President; George M. Hartman, a member of the AIA Task Force on the West Front; Milton Grigg, The Chairman of that Task Force; William L. Slayton, the AIA Executive Vice President; and Maurice Payne, the AIA Director of Design.

In brief, the AIA proposes an underground facility on the south side of the Capitol that will cost 25 percent less, offer at least as much space as the proposed extension and be closer to the House chamber (it is mainly the members of the House who are clamoring for additional space).

Ferebee hit on two of the points that the AIA believes to be crucial. "We are concerned that extension of the West Front will obstruct the present sight lines to the Capitol dome and lessen the striking visual effect of the dome when viewed from the mall." In addition, he said that a comprehensive master plan is needed so that, "a full range of design alternatives could be considered to safeguard the continuity and integrity of Capitol Hill."

Rogers outlined the history of the first proposal, first submitted by the late J. George Slayton, the non-Architect of the Capitol, in 1967. The AIA has opposed the plan since and has called for restoration of the facade—a plan that was declared feasible by an engineering firm in 1970 and a plan that
ground building was inconceivable, and if conceivable, would probably have been intolerable."

In response to questions, Hartman estimated a savings of "at least 25 percent" in construction costs of an underground building as compared to the West Front extension. He said that a savings of 15-20 percent could be predicted for a standard commercial structure built underground; the additional savings would come from not having to use marble for the facade. In fact the facade would be concrete covered with earth.

Those at the press conference stressed that they did not question the competence of George White, the Architect of the Capitol and a former officer of the AIA. "It is a difference of professional opinion," said one.

And so now it is up to the Senate, and early reports indicate another close vote. If the measure fails, the bill would go to a conference committee for resolution and another vote. If it passes, the bill goes to the White House for the President's signature. Maybe he could be convinced to take the unprecedented step of impounding the funds as being too inflationary.

**BOOSTS**

**FLICKS BENEATH THE ARCHES**

The bridge that spans New York's East River from Manhattan's 59th Street to Queen's Northern Boulevard is called, appropriately, enough, the Queensboro Bridge.

The bridge's approaches run over land and, on the Manhattan side, the space beneath these approaches, which are supported by massive stone pillars with graceful arches between them, has been used as a warehouse for the kinds of barricades police put up to hold back crowds at parades and other demonstrations.

The interior of these spaces have wonderful vaulted ceilings and earlier in the century when the bridge was new, the open, vaulted isle beneath the bridge approach was used as a market. In 1919 the area was glassed in.

Now, in what is truly an enlightened move towards better use of urban space, the city has agreed to lease the "cathedral area" beneath the bridge approach to the City Center Cinematheque for $1 a year.

Plans are under way to convert the space to a film museum-exhibition area. As designed by I.M. Pei and Partners, the space will have two interior theaters and a 50-seat private screening room, plus 25,000 sq. ft. of exhibition space. There will also be a restaurant, a bookstore, a flower market, and conference space. The theaters will have to be taken 10 to 12 feet below grade because of the space taken by the massive columns, and a third and largest theater (500 seats) will be partly below grade and partly beyond the bridge structure. What is now a parking lot next to the area will become a landscaped park. The I.M. Pei renderings show contemporary design with stainless steel and supergraphics contrasting consciously with the massive, almost medieval, character of the existing structure.

The City Center Cinematheque is raising $10 million to pay for the project.

**TRANSPORT**

**MAG LEV NOT WAR**

Magnetic levitation may, before long, be the way to get to work—at least in West Germany and Canada. While American engineers have been fooling around with rubber wheels (for quieter) and air-cushion systems (for greater whoosh), the other two countries are working to apply electro-magnetic power in rapid transit systems.

Krauss-Maffei AG of West Germany seems to be carrying (or floating) the ball on this one. The firm is now conducting a seven-month study for the government to see whether a mag-lev underground system could, by mid-decade, replace the streetcar line now running down the mainstreet of Heidelberg. The plans, at this stage, call for 12-ft.-long cars, each carrying eight passengers. These would "float" between six or so stations at 27 miles an hour, and cost only half as much as a traditional "tube."

A much faster mag-lev is in the offering for the 500-mile hike between Munich in the south and Hamburg in the north. The government wants this link operational by the 1980's, and plans call for a stunningly short (not to mention smooth) two-hour trip. Several firms, in addition to Krauss-Maffei, are vying for contracts to develop what would have to be a 250-mile-an-hour system.

Meanwhile, Ontario, Canada, is about to select a mag-lev prototype for an estimated $1.3-billion network in three of that province's major cities. The Krauss-Maffei system is in the running; so is a combined maglev and rubber wheel system from Hawker Siddeley Group, Ltd., of London. Plans call for an operational prototype by 1974—most likely in Toronto which is to build a new 56-mile transit system—with a complete working system by 1977.

The reasons mag-lev is being taken seriously: Because the trains would float, and don't depend on wheels, friction is reduced and speed increased. Secondly, mag-lev would be mercifully quiet—none of those roaring air blowers, and no ground vibrations. Thirdly, mag-lev wouldn't pollute. When you talk about an ancient city like Heidelberg (or several dozen others threatened by progress), you're talking about a reprieve for historic buildings which are regularly battered by the side-effects of traditional movement systems.

With well-funded test tracks being laid out all over West Germany, that country will be commanding even more attention (and contracts) in the transportation field. Just a few years ago, mag-lev was considered too futuristic to be feasible, but now the technology and the financing have moved into place. When you stop and think about it, mag-lev taps just about the most basic, certainly timeless, principles of energy, something which makes the wheel (rubber or not) look interim by comparison.

**AUTOPIA**

**DRIVE LESS, BREATHE MORE**

The April decision of the Environmental Protection Agency to give auto makers until 1976 (instead of 1975) to meet federal requirements on exhaust emissions gives the U.S. another year of dirtier air. Or does it? Perhaps the whole ruckus merely throws the problem back in the lap of the individual, which may be what part of the objection to the Agency's ruling is all about anyway. What can we at home do about dirty automobile exhausts? Well, we might consider using our cars less, cutting down on non-essential trips and joining car pools for essential ones. We might consider buying the foreign models of Honda, Mazda and Mercedes-Benz that already meet the standards specified for 1975.

According to a recent series of public hearings in California, where 10 percent of the nation's cars are found, residents of Los Angeles are ready to cut out leisure driving on smoggy days, even—in a seemingly radical step for a Los Angeles resident—to use available public transportation. City and state anti-pollution authorities think such voluntary controls might cut auto use nearly 25 percent.

According to Graham Smith, executive director of the Clean Air Constituency, one of the hearing's sponsors, "People indicate they want action. Most (continued on page 68)
There's hidden "insurance" in the Allstate building. It's All-weather Crete roof deck insulation.

When Schmidt, Garden & Erikson Architects designed the Allstate Insurance Headquarters in Northbrook, Illinois, they realized that a company known for insurance protection should itself be well protected thermally. All-weather Crete was selected for insulating the roof deck. This monolithic insulating fill provides excellent thermal properties that cut heating and cooling costs for years. In addition, the unique ability of All-weather Crete to be formed makes possible slope to drains which assures positive water drainage. Vapor transmission properties, experienced dry application by licensed applicators and many other features make All-weather Crete the outstanding roof deck and plaza protector for truly fine buildings. Compare — get the facts — contact Silbrico Corporation, 6300 River Road, Hodgkins, Illinois 60525, (312) 735-3322, or see Sweets for the address of your local applicator.
W. R. (Bill) Hasbrouck has been preaching Chicago School architecture for years. So it is only natural that his wife Marilyn showed up at the American Institute of Architects convention last month wearing the only necklace in the world designed by Louis Sullivan.

There is a lot hanging on this.

If the last 15 years are any indication, it may end up being the only evidence that a Chicago School ever existed. Too many of those pioneering, metal-framed skyscrapers have been sacked by speculators—the old Stock Exchange, the Garrick Theater. Small deeds (30 stories and more) have replaced the big (if shorter) deeds of Sullivan, his partner Dankmar Adler, and their contemporaries. I suppose that's what you get from people who talk civic pride, then behave (and build) as though civic morals are spawned beneath boxcars.

A moment of silence.

And, during it, a word of reprieve.

The U. S. Department of the Interior has put forward a proposal which might be called the Second Chicago Plan, coming 64 years after Daniel Burnham's first one. In contrast to Burnham's, however, Interior's plan looks at Chicago as it is—boxcars and all. If accepted by city officials, and approved by Congress, two dozen or so Chicago School landmarks would become units in a National Cultural Park—America's first, and a vitally significant concept for cities and towns across the country where soiled, but salvageable landmarks remain.

Economic incentives raised Chicago's benchmark buildings—Leiter II, the Fisher, the Auditorium, the Manhattan and Marquette, the Monadnock, the Reliance and Rookery, others. But in the same way that innovations in construction became innovations in expression, so did economics create a cultural presence which continues to inform (even inspire) the world. Dankmar Adler's caisson foundations (the first ever) sank deep, like tendrils, into the social and technological changes which came out of the Industrial Revolution. Moreover, those tendrils have kept a hold on every architectural and urban development since. They have made Chicago, to borrow from Henry Russell-Hitchcock, "the Ile de France of modern architecture."

The tendrils must not be severed and, with Interior's proposal, there is no reason they should be. Under its provisions, economic incentives would intercede. And the possibility that they might make preservation possible has thrown a lot of Chicago developers for a Loop. Could it be possible, they are wondering, to cash in on a cultural heritage? They'd better believe it.

The prod (or the poker, depending on your viewpoint) is zoning. Incentive zoning. According to a stunningly sensible plan worked out by John J. Costonis, Professor of Law at the University of Illinois, development rights in excess of what zoning would normally permit on a landmark site could be transferred to adjacent or nearby parcels. This would be done within an agreed-on preservation district, with height, bulk and density guidelines specified and supervised by the city's planning agency. In the bargain, economic pressures (usually based on potential rather than present land value) would be diverted from the landmark at stake; the sale of development rights would enable the landmark owner to clean up the building, rather than close it out. New projects benefiting from zoning bonuses would, of course, contribute proportionally more to the city's coffers, and the owner's pocketbook, while the redeemed landmark would pay proportionally less in taxes. Complementing the transfer provision would be a "development rights bank" where unused zoning bonuses would be deposited and later sold. This would involve a kind of revolving fund, supervised by the city, whose seed money would come from Congress.

All this depends on how resolutely Chicago moves to accept the National Cultural Park concept. For it would be up to the city to get on with the business of granting official landmark designation—something the Chicago City Council refused to do in the case of the old Adler & Sullivan Stock Exchange; it would be up to the city to implement the provisions for development rights transfer, and the "bank"; and it would be up to the city to make sure that the maintenance and use of landmarks is in keeping with its own ordinance covering them, and with the standards set down by the Department of the Interior. In turn, Interior (through the National Park Service) would establish suitable displays, tours and visitors facilities—thus making the Chicago School an educational as well as (once again) an economic resource.

Still operating at or near full capacity, these buildings would be landmarks in the truest sense; not museum pieces, but approachable, accessible, useable elements of the city's on-going life; places to work in, and learn from. The ultimate tie-in, one suspects.

The author Nelson Algren (Man with the Golden Arm) may have been right, once. "Somehow," he wrote, "the caissons below the towers never secure a strong, natural grip." He wrote that in Chicago: City on the Make, and I can only hope Chicago is still enough on the make to give these buildings the strong, natural grip they deserve.

—WILLIAM MARLIN
The exposed structure, ductwork, and catwalks of Emelin Theater in Mamaroneck and Fisher Theater at Exeter have been painted bright colors to good visual effect. The lobby for Emelin Theater (above) is actually part of backstage (or vice versa). The auditorium for Fisher Theater (opposite) sits in a pre-engineered building, with acoustically treated roof surfaces.

CHEAP SEATS

Two economical designs illustrate how theater costs can be pared in the aftermath of the cultural explosion.

When the history of architecture for the last half of this century has been written, it may not include a Butler pre-engineered building. Yet one firm of talented architects, Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates of New York, has been working in this genre for several years (Forum, April 1971) and has just applied it to one of the most technical of building types—the theater.

As HHPA points out, pre-engineered buildings have been relegated to warehouses and auto showrooms along the commercial strip. The reason the architects are investigating their applicability to different design solutions has not so much to do with the current fascination over the Strip's pop imagery, however. Instead they argue, catalogue components available here and now not only provide economical construction but with some amount of modification, adapt well to a wide range of uses. Financial restraints of the sort that generated this building type are welcomed by HHPA with a joyfulness that borders on the perverse. And if you don't buy their pre-engineered ideas, they can figure out other inventive ways to cut corners.

Both of the theaters shown in the following pages really only share one thing: they didn't cost much. One, the theater for Exeter, exemplifies the firm's current efforts with pre-engineered building. The other, a conventionally constructed theater (the clients just couldn't be sold on Butler) illustrates other devices used to achieve low-budget theater construction.

Not only is there a concern...
in each of the buildings with economical construction, but also with a theater design that reflects current permissive attitudes toward the audience and performers. Instead of struggling to maintain illusions of the traditional stage performance, these theaters expose the proverbial "behind-the-scenes", and make this reality part of the audience's experience. In keeping with the no-secrets-kept vitality of the theatrical environment is the asymmetrical plan and destruction of the center line in the two theaters, along with the exposure of the structure, ducts and catwalks. By virtue of the plan, multitudinous sight lines are established allowing greater flexibility and more mobile staging. The design solution forces the directors to expand their orientations, and the audience too, will have to welcome this visual participation. The suspension of their disbelief is not required for a moment.

Yet in the case of pre-engineered buildings such as the Exeter theater, there is the requirement to suspend esthetic prejudice. By taking catalogue components that previously have had quite different levels of signification with regard to their use, user and client, HHPA is pushing the public and the professionals to re-examine their predilections. As they explain, architects have a "conditioned esthetic" that prevents them from looking on this kind of building as "architecture." Yet its variety and flexibility of spaces, the ingeniousness of adapting the program to this kind of building system (and adapting this building system to a new kind of program) would confirm its right to be considered as much of an architectural solution as Louis Kahn's Library also on the Exeter campus (FORUM, July/August 1972). As Norman Pfeiffer succinctly puts it: "Standard parts have formed a nonstandard solution."
Applying a pre-engineered building system to the design of a theater turned out to be fun but not all that easy. In this case, Exeter Academy in Exeter, New Hampshire needed a theater that could accommodate 260 seats for various types of student productions. The total budget was $800,000. Since Exeter seemed perfectly willing to have a pre-engineered building on their campus (as long as the building would be placed on a fairly concealed site), HHPA decided on the Butler Widespan rigid frame system with aluminum and styrofoam sandwich panels. But therein lay the rub. The architects wanted to have a two-level (16,000 sq. ft.) theater, and pre-engineered building components are designed to be single story only.

The tampering that ensued involved inserting steel beams into the Butler system to create the second (auditorium) floor. Furthermore, since catwalks had to be suspended from the roof, more loads than usual were applied to the bents. Thus calculations had to be undertaken for point loads on the bents, so that they could be strengthened where the purlins holding up the catwalk would be attached. In addition to the beefing up of the basic structure, the theater required a lot of concrete foundation work. A pre-engineered building is best suited naturally for a flat site: since the site sloped, a retaining wall had to be installed half-way down the

Fisher Theater
The cold rolled steel sections used to form curves for the risers of the lower seating dish are visible in the ceiling of meeting space adjoining the lobby (above). Besides spots hanging from the grid (right below), movable pipe scaffolding towers carry lighting and define stage spaces. A track system also allows equipment and flats to be easily shifted.

FACTS AND FIGURES

In comparing the design process needed for pre-engineered buildings with conventional construction, HHPA points out that much more time is spent with shop drawings than working drawings. Since they had signed an enclosure contract with Butler, HHPA received half of the working drawings from Butler's computerized access service. (Of
course additional modifications required HHPA's own working drawings.) But the firm warns more coordination is required during the design phase between manufacturer and the architect tampering with the pre-engineered system, and the architect should be aware of this requirement.

The actual construction process diverges from the norm also: Fisher Theater arrived on the site packed in cartons. After the parts were unwrapped, the foundation was poured, then vertical members of the bents were installed and anchor bolted to the foundation. Roof members were fastened together on the ground and then flown by crane into position. Next the aluminum panels for roof and walls were snapped in place. Voila. All in all, Fisher Theater, while presenting a few more headaches due to the innovative quality of the pre-engineered experiment, pleased HHPA. "We would definitely do it again," they assert, "Although we will probably attempt to put in a free-standing substructure next time."

Emelin Theater

Emelin Theater in Mamaroneck, New York, posed several challenges that some architects with a lot of work ($20 million in construction) probably wouldn't bother with: A $262,000 budget for one; and a tight site on air rights over a 72 x 58 ft. parking lot adjoining the town library for another. The program called for a space that could be flexible enough to accommodate puppet shows, lectures, recitals, films, as well as amateur and theatrical productions. In other words, the design solution had to fall somehow between an actual theater and a civic auditorium. HHPA's suggestion for a pre-engineered building was tossed out because the clients, the Mamaroneck Free Library, desired a building that would blend with the fieldstone library built in 1927 and its addition designed by Clarence Litchfield in 1966. Thus the basic structure of Emelin is a steel frame box carried on fireproof columns ten feet above the parking lot. Two kinds of concrete
block form the exterior walls: One, a ribbed block, roughly echoes the fieldstone walls of the library; the other, a flat faced block, mimics in texture and scale the smooth bands of limestone used in the library’s cornice, coping and sills.

Since a heavy slice of the budget, $80,000, had to be used in cranking the building up one story over the parking lot, and because of the small lot size they were given, HHPA decided to eliminate the backstage in the 6,200 square foot theater. In a sense, however, there is still a backstage, but the audience is part of it: for the ticket lobby lies in its center—between the dressing rooms on one side and the side stage where the orchestra plays or scenery may be kept, on the other. Actors enter the stage either from stage right, behind the curved stud wall that wraps around the seating, or stage left through the ticket lobby and the side stage. The inflection of the curved wall and balcony seating towards stage left, again serves to destroy the center line and the sense of frontality.

The improvisatory quality established by opening up the backstage, and the sense of movement created by the asymmetrical plan, is underscored by interior treatments. All structure and working parts of the theater—utility ducts, catwalks, lighting—are exposed and painted bright colors. The catwalks, formed from long-span bar joists have been placed a little lower than the bar joists actually supporting the metal deck roof. These joists penetrate the concrete block walls to obviate the need for columnar support. Despite lack of interior finishes for ceiling components, the theater has much acclaimed acoustical properties due to the use of wood-faced steel stud walls that separate the auditorium from the backstage-lobby area, a fabric covering on the curved wall, and car-
The theater has been so tightly organized that the corridor leading to dressing rooms and toilets (opposite left, top) is tucked as closely as possible under the steel frame of the seating dish. Exposure of structural elements in these areas (such as the bathroom, left, bottom) remind users, in a bizarre way, just where they are in relation to seating. Structure here too is painted bright colors. The theater itself has 151 permanent seats but can accommodate 114 more on the concrete and steel frame seating dish (above) or on the balcony arcing over stage right (right).

The director of theater operations, Norman Klein, feels that the theater has worked out well from the point of view of events that can take place there, but at times longs for a backstage—a real place to store scenery. Klein also points out that since there is no backdrop, the lighting picks up the exposed structure (painted yellow) of the rear wall, sometimes considered a distraction in stage performances. Others have noted the difficulty of entering stage left if the audience is still mingling in the lobby, and even Malcolm Holzman points out the tendency for the catwalks to swing, because they are made from bar joists. But as Holzman adds, normal catwalks would be prohibitively expensive.

Budget limitations meant trimming other amenities too, such as the set-building shop or costume work area. But the architects judiciously dropped the columns in the parking lot, so that if money ever becomes available and the city relinquishes the 16-car lot, a trap room and other theatrical spaces can be easily built at ground level.

True enough, the theater has none of the technical perfection of a multi-million dollar cultural center extravaganza, but nevertheless, the clients have gotten an intricate piece of equipment that can accommodate a range of activities, for the price of a large home in Mamaroneck.

**FACTS AND FIGURES**


(For a listing of key products used in this building, see p. 80.)

PHOTOGRAPHS: Norman McGrath.
PHYSICIAN
HEAL THYSELF

As a mirror to North American medical practice this new center raises serious questions about its image and values

BY ROBERT JENSEN

The McMaster Health Sciences Center, located in Hamilton, Ontario, is being studied by architects and health officials in the British Commonwealth as one model for the reorganization of medical delivery systems. Its architectural images are clear, aggressive, unfamiliar, particularly for doctors and the public. As an advance agent for current medical techniques and their possibilities, the building deserves attention.

If the man on the street is surprised by the center, architect Eberhard Zeidler of Craig, Zeidler, Strong, has an answer for him: "If I build something and everybody immediately accepts it, I feel I've failed... any new form is automatically rejected if it breaks new ground."

Dr. J. F. Mustard, Vice President of Health Sciences at McMaster University and Dean of the School of Medicine, remarked: "Environment is very important to human behaviour and this building has a positive effect, in my opinion, on behaviour."

And a staff writer for the local newspaper says, "Helping to counteract the unpopularity of its looks is the reassuring fact of its physical presence—a convenient hospital right in the West Hamilton community."

What all these assessments have in common is their projection of personal values and associations into the architecture: the designer believing social traditions will change to meet his vision; a ranking administrator seeing the forms as reinforcing and beneficial to his own work; a local writer knowing one day he and others may need medical care and reassured by the presence of the building. This is a common way of interpreting architecture, and since McMaster has been thoroughly analysed for its innovative structural and physical systems (Forum, June 1971, and Canadian Architect, September 1972) we too can look at it as an image of values; an image of the medical practice, organization, and priorities that produced it.
The canopy over the main entrance at McMaster (below) is an extension of the main trusses, 8 ft. 6 inches deep, that create the interstitial mechanical spaces of the building. Here they are light, airy, an appropriate introduction to the spaces inside.

We don’t necessarily have to like it to see its importance, and this article takes the position that in its blending of diverse medical and cultural forces, all implied by the architecture, there are serious contradictions at McMaster.

There is first the matter of its sheer bulk on the landscape, indicated by the photograph on page 31. The building is large by any standard of architectural scale in Hamilton (pop. 302,000), in the medical region which it serves (a largely rural area of 1.3 million people from Lakes Ontario and Erie on the south to Lake Huron on the north), or even in the Canadian nation. Each floor of the building covers an area of ten acres; it is approximately 610 feet long on each exterior facade; its eight story height carries four occupiable floors with four floors of interstitial space and mechanical equipment between and over, supporting the electrical lines and technological services so prevalent in modern medicine. Its size is a problem because the building is not as big as it could have been, say its administrators and the architects, and they cite many ways in which they have made it “little.” Dominance over the community is not at all what they wanted and not at all what they believe they have achieved.

The “image” problem of any large medical facility is in fact clearly understood at McMaster: “The greatest deterrent to the development of new health care delivery systems is the presence of a hospital within the community, since the hospital is not considered an integral part of the community by those who designed it, who administer it or use it. As a result, the hospital, like the mountaintop monastery, stands distinct from the community, when in reality it should be as accessible as the village church,” this from James R. Mackenzie, a surgeon at McMaster University itself. But the village church McMaster is not. Dr. Mackenzie’s reference to mountaintops is apt, for the nearest physical image, man-made or natural, to McMaster is the Niagara escarpment in Hamilton, a gigantic cliff over which Niagara Falls tumbles further to the East.

The building’s functions should be differentiated im-
McMaster's 1.34 million square foot research facility, hospital, medical school and doctor's office, all in one. As a major research center, about 30 percent of McMaster's 1,346,000 square feet of occupiable floor space is given over to investigative, non-patient and non-student activities. There is research in vascular disease, blood proteins, heart disease, drug analysis (including "street" drugs), growth and development of the nervous system and nuclear medicine, among others. McMaster has a nuclear reactor and two nuclear accelerators on its campus.

McMaster, the school, is now admitting 80 new medical students every year, from an applicant group of 2,000, and it hopes soon to raise admissions to 100 students per year. Besides a three-year program graduating licensed MD's, there is an undergraduate school of nursing (a fully degree four-year curriculum), an undergraduate and graduate school of biochemistry (Bachelor of Science, Masters of Science, Ph.D.) and schools of continuing education for both nurses and doctors returning for specialized (usually one-year) study. Teaching spaces are mixed with research and patient care facilities throughout McMaster because education is conceived as "learning by doing" here. An accurate figure is difficult, but Eberhard Zeidler says about 19 percent of the building's floor space may be designated "teaching."

Patient care functions occupy the remaining 51 percent of the building. These are emergency care (located off the main entrance), in-patient care (a 418 bed hospital), a rehabilitation ward, obstetrics/delivery, surgery, and a primary practice center where doctors see their out-patients like any group practice doctors' office. Patient care here and throughout Ontario is conceived in three categories: tertiary, secondary and primary. Tertiary care is that medical treatment requiring major unusual operations or complicated testing/diagnostic procedures using expensive or rare scientific equipment. McMaster is an important tertiary care facility in its region, and an expression of Ontario's attempt to centralize this tertiary care, which is far removed from a person's typical daily health needs. Secondary care ("normal" hospitalization of a patient, for whatever reason) is less centralized by intent in the region, and McMaster's 418 beds are less than one sixth of the 3,000 hospital beds available in Hamilton alone.

Finally, primary care is decentralized in Ontario as much as possible: emergency treatment for accidents, and visiting a doctor when you don't feel well or want to discuss a problem. These primary care facilities at McMaster (emergency, the out-patient and family practice suites) represent about 30 percent of the total floor space in the Center, about half of that being facilities shared with the hospital. It is important to make this clear, particularly when discussing the building as image, for the public idea of medical care is primary care—that is what we need from medicine most of our lives—and this is precisely what McMaster is not; or put another way, this is but 15 percent of what it is.

In identifying these diverse functions, then, McMaster becomes more representational of its staff and planner's vision of it: Centralization is appropriate for a research center, or a major teaching hospital, which it is, less appropriate for a community hospital, less still for a clinic, which it also is. But length and bulk are not the only carriers of its image: Regularly spaced vertical towers of glass expose the bones and sinews of the building. Its mechanical ducts, electric raceways, motors and pumps are permanent and unchangeable, just as the architects wanted. This permanent "servo-system" represents the 60 percent of the building (by cost) that is fixed; around which quick, unknown but necessary accommodations to new functions or wall arrangements within the other 40 percent might be made at will. Mechanical or electrical services sit over the building, permeate its interior, controlling the visual and symbolic reading of the building at all times. They are appropriate to the basic research and elaborate tertiary equipment that are such a large part of medicine inside, for which future applications cannot be predicted. Thus the towers reach beyond the building, encompassing spaces as yet unplanned, future possi-
bilities, unknown changes which treatment necessities may dictate, and for which the building expresses its willingness to accommodate.

But other characteristics of medicine are fixed, known and have been known for thousands of years, as one individual feels basic responsibilities for another who is sick: What has always been known in medicine is the heightened emotional needs of the ill for dignity, closeness to friends and known associations, the knowledge that someone trusted is helping. The immutable human content of life—self-esteem, compassion, understanding—must be protected and projected by the setting; recognizably established, familiar, unchangeable. Perhaps this is the vague, but real and necessary image that the building does not quite get across, for it is doctrine at McMaster that staff, patients, people will change, must change, while the mechanical-technological servo-system will never alter. Life, work,
values characterized as constantly shifting, contrasted to the unchangeable framework of technology in which life appears grounded: This is the building's principal implication. It is a 20th century vision, cultural and architectural, that was unknown to any prior era; but however immutable it seems now, it has not always been a "fact." Therefore it is conceivable (just) that it may not always be a fact in the future. But it is certainly fact in today's medical research and tertiary medicine's marvelous instruments, as portrayed by the building. 

More than research or tertiary medicine, however, McMaster's staff sees their building as a community hospital and clinic. They see it as an integral part of the community, diversifying standard medical practice in every way, and in the McMaster programs real steps have indeed been taken to fulfill this view. "The patient always comes first at McMaster," as its staff says with sincerity. The Department
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of Family Medicine has been created with the same rank academically as have the programs in Psychiatry, Surgery, or Pediatrics, emphasizing general-practice doctors and nurses, rather than specialists.

If traditional medical education is geared to the bed patient, McMaster is trying to change that with small out-patient clinics, located not just in the main building but in outlying communities like Smithville, Ontario (pop. 1,200). The small primary facilities at McMaster were arranged as an experiment in giving students first hand exposure to primary care, and raising the status (in a student's mind) of a doctor seeing his patient about common ailments. It is also an experiment, and an important one at McMaster, in giving more direct care to patients by reducing distances and concentrating activities.

In the hospital wards at McMaster, patients may have visitors at any time of the day or night, and there are facilities for close friends or parents to sleep over on the ward, near the patient. There are no fixed meal hours; patients may specify when they prefer taking breakfast, lunch or dinner. The school has inaugurated a "nurse practitioner" program, training nurses in the management of simple health and illness problems on their own and thus expanding, hopefully, the availability of treatment. Third year medical students work part of that year with family practitioners in outlying clinics, again de-emphasizing "hospital" practice and central facilities. McMaster has a two-track system for admitting students; over half their students last year were taken from fields outside the sciences, and not necessarily students with the highest previous academic achievement (at least a B average in the last semester before admission is required; in practice, quite high grades are needed because of the competition for entrance). All of these actions are unusual, an attempt to make medical practice relevant today. To the extent these programs work—training nurses capable of direct treatment, enlarging the image of the general practitioner, establishing outlying clinics for primary care—they answer criticisms of North American medical delivery that are familiar to everyone. And they modify that image of centralization, abstract power and technology in medicine which the building seems to carry.

But other problems, perhaps more fundamental in North American medical tradition, are not attacked at McMaster. Paraphrased and simplified, other critics of medical practice say things like this: The reason primary care is so difficult to find is the status of the doctor himself. A diagnostician or surgeon with 12 years training is not needed to treat a broken toe, a cut on the hand; what is needed perhaps are para-medics below MD rank to take over most primary care in medicine, not under doctors but referring illnesses in the paramedic's neighborhood, community, or building to doctors in cases beyond the medic's competence. The vast majority of any individual's health problems require quick treatment, friendliness, warmth, a good listener about general aches and pains. And the present medical system, with the doctor at the center and controlling all—over-trained, over-paid, coming predominantly from middle and upper-middle income society and naturally returning to that society after medical school—will never solve the shortage of medical personnel nor their mal-distribution.

However accurate or ill-founded such criticism of North American health care is, its content sometimes shows through in the criticism of medicine by doctors themselves. The Canadian physician William Osler is paraphrased by Norman Cousins in his 1970 Saturday Review issue on health care: according to Cousins, "Sir William Osler declared that nothing a doctor can do is more essential to an accurate diagnosis and the welfare of his patient than providing ample time to hear him out. The modern practitioner, however, surrounded by electronic devices and laboratory tests, tends to become impatient with a patient's recital of his multiple symptoms and can hardly wait to get on with a blood count, sedimentation rate, electrocardiogram or sundry other tests." In a larger context then, and at McMaster, we can see the contradictions: While its teaching commitment toward general practitioners and com-
community doctors points in one direction, its research function, tertiary apparatus and architectural presence points in another. And that architectural image it does carry is analogous to the more basic assumptions of medical practice in Ontario: The specialness, power and unique control of the doctor in medical delivery, as it has always existed in North America; the unchallenged road to achievement in medicine leading through middle and upper-middle income neighborhoods, the best schools, the highest academic achievements in college grounded most often in the sciences but shifting slightly to the humanities at McMaster, ending in the career-oriented professional who subscribes to the values through which he has passed, and tends to return to those values in practice. James Kramer, educational co-ordinator for McMaster, says its medical students still come almost exclusively from upper-middle income social backgrounds, although the school "looks hard" for students applying from less affluent areas of the region it serves. The nurse practitioner's program specifically trains its graduates to work under a doctor's supervision, paid by the doctor on a salary basis, not by the patient or the state as a fee for services. And of course McMaster in no way tries to take first-line medicine out of the hands of licensed MD's, a truly revolutionary idea in medical practice that the profession is not ready to accept. The recent public interest and acclaim given in the West to the medical delivery systems in China, with their "bare-foot doctors," para-medics and diversification, only heighten by contrast the underlying basis of medicine here.

So we should not be surprised that the building represents the research commitments and power structure of North American medicine, or the underlying cultural assumptions of society generally: Grounded as they are in affluence, a right to private gain, the status of upper-middle income life and ethics, the aspirations of academic achievement, the hopefulness and awe with which we view science and technology itself. But that is an awkward reality to accommodate in medicine, for sickness and accidents are messy, personal, all too human, not an image but a frightening disorienting fact. The individual who is sick, whether poor or well-off, in a tundra village or West Hamilton, wants immediate personal attention.

But adequate treatment is only sporadically, at great cost, being delivered by the institutions whose images the new patient himself perhaps valued the day before. For the first time it might occur to him that the culture of which he is a part appears to isolate illness from its consciousness, or place it at a safe distance among machines.

Architecture cannot change the social content and values for which it was built, it can only reflect them, and at McMaster the best reflections are applied ones.

Craig, Zeidler, Strong handled the interiors rather than subcontract them: "After years of planning, meetings, working drawings and mechanics, we had to have some fun," says Eberhard Zeidler. Brilliant patches of color, inexpensive commissioned art work from the region, a marvelous blockwork mosaic all around the inside wall of the central loop corridor system so that orientation is easier, bright carpets, drapes and chairs; these are the devices used to reduce the scale inside. They make the vast interior system into smaller events, diversify the building for public understandability and excitement. Here is the architectural equivalent of McMaster's medical efforts at delivering the building to the community, at making treatment personal and warm. The interior designs have been applied to the basic structure of the building, of course, as they had to be, just as McMaster's specific, progressive changes in medical education and delivery are applied over the unchanged foundations of medical practice itself. The fact that the budget for "interior design" at McMaster was less than one percent of the total building cost is significant, and analogous too.

McMaster is an accurate, even brilliant interpretation of the medical assumptions that sponsored it; the building's failures are medical failures, contradictions in fact within the society in which we live—and subconscious to the degree that many people might argue whether they are failures at all.

The cafeteria area above is alive with bright graphics. A typical two-bed room on the wards has a window looking out to the corridor to lessen any patient feeling of isolation, and the space around the bed has been enlarged to better accommodate student observation and learning. There are patient bathrooms for every two bedrooms, placed at the exterior window wall, not on the corridor.
The neighborhood side of the Human Resources Center, seen from the bridge end of the community level street (above) and looking towards that bridge (below), presents inviting, welcoming courtyards rather than formidable walls. Underneath the bridge is the entrance to the school level street. The gym is at the outer end of the bridge and opposite the gym is a teaching wing.
Family and community needs form the fabric of this new educational facility

The Human Resources Center is not just another school building. Even its architects, Urban Design Associates, play down the building, and play it up as a planning process. For the Center did more than replace one old school. It is helping revive the inner city of Pontiac, Michigan, 45 minutes from Detroit. And the planning process, with community cooperation, has not died with the Center's completion. When the building was almost finished, a group consisting of parents, teachers and citizens came alive again to program space use and select staff. Today, this group is effectively guiding the Center's operations — although technically, the Board of Education has the say-so. In actuality — this is what is important — and perhaps unique about the HRC — the group's recommendations are being followed.

The HRC is a community service school, what the English call a polyvalent complex. As Superintendent Dana Whitmer and Architect David Lewis describe it, "The Center's programs and services are a blend of education and social services designed to respond comprehensively to the needs of people of all ages, enabling them to have the opportunity for lifelong self-development."

Specifically, the Center provides wide-ranging education programs: A pre-school and nursery with child development training for mothers; individualized instruction by differentiated teams, on a continuous progress (rather than graded) basis, for 2,000 children from kindergarten through fifth grade levels; special bi-lingual instruction for children and adults from all over the city; special education programs (also city-wide) emphasizing the integration of the handicapped into the regular program; teacher and para-professional training in conjunction with three universities; after-school and summer classes and recreation; classes for adults and out-of-school youth including high school and college credit classes and a wide range of non-credit classes (many in home management); parent involvement activities to give them the confidence and sophistication they need to support their children's education.

Adult education has been astonishingly successful, forcing the Board of Education to use rather than demolish one of the old elementary schools which HRC replaced.

The other shortcoming of the Center is also due to success. There is not enough office space for community service agencies interested in being at HRC and several have had to be wait listed. The agencies now installed and operating full or part time are: the Michigan Employment Security Commission dealing with the disadvantaged; Pontiac Youth Assistance Agency of the county juvenile court offering family counseling and a delinquency prevention program; Center for the Education of Returning Veterans; cooperative extension service of Michigan State University which primarily aids parents in budgeting, meal planning, etc.; the Boy Scouts; the Oakland County immunization clinics, well-child conferences and dental clinic; Detroit hearing clinics for deaf adults and their friends or relatives; and a cooperative grocery which enables families to save one third on what they would pay in local stores. There is also a free nursery for children of adults who take classes or act as volunteers in the various programs.

The HRC is open from 7 am to 10 pm (some days later) six days a week. Its total operating budget for 1972-73 is approximately $4 million. Its programs, need it be said, are more comprehensive than most community service schools.

In 1967 when UDA was called...
they said the proposed site would produce the largest segregated elementary school in the country; and any site selection by the school board alone would be authoritarian; the site should be chosen through a community process. With the understanding and energy of Superintendent Whitmer the Pontiac Area Planning Council was formed. Architect David Lewis says it is crucial that neither UDA nor the board but the community planning process selected the site. The community—not one agency—became the client. The PAPC was chaired by the Mayor and composed of 34 of his appointees, ranging from officials of General Motors to representatives of the Pontiac Organization of Black Youth. The Executive Committee consisted of the Directors of each major city agency. All meetings were held publicly with press coverage. Another group, appointed by the Board of Education in 1966, consisting of 30 parents from the four schools HRC would replace, was working on specifications for the Center, and making regular reports to PAPC. They made 33 recommendations and all but one, the swimming pool, became part of the plan. For the first time, the city and school district cooperated in comprehensive planning.

In close collaboration with the PAPC, the architects mapped the area's population, economics, land use, physical obsolescence, health, employment and transportation. Their analyses showed that Pontiac residential areas are islands separated from each other—and consequently economically and racially segregated—by radial highways and railroads along which there are commercial strips and industrial development. It became apparent that lack of housing and employment options, health, recreation and social services and adequate public transportation, along with the location of schools, reinforced the divisions. UDA found the districts of the four oldest schools formed a slightly S-shaped area three miles long that would be naturally integrated. They proposed the HRC be right in the middle.

This site was also chosen to alleviate the abandonment, especially by whites, of downtown Pontiac as a place to live or do business. The HRC is next to the city center which was deficient in facilities the HRC could provide. Subsequently given a contract to master plan the area immediately adjacent to the site, UDA sought to relieve the residential areas from non-local traffic, recommending one-way and pedestrian streets (for safe walking to school) with new landscaping to encourage rehabilitation.

UDA used the 15 ft. slope of the site to emphasize the dual aspect of the building. The community use entrance is on the upper grade oriented towards the civic center, and the school entrance is at the lower level on the neighborhood side. In the design of the entrances particularly, but also in the general massing, UDA took care to provide inviting spaces rather than institutional barriers, thus overcoming the estrangement people felt from schools and places offering community services. The entrances are recessed behind the roof line, so one is never confronted with a wall. And of the two “streets” which form the core of the Center, the top one is wide open at either end while the lower one has glass doors.

The HRC celebrates street life because the architects sought to make a place where both adults and children would not feel they were trespassing. The skylit community level street is lined with what the architects call shop windows. These give people a sense of easy access to community services and the Director's offices. Even the teachers' lounges are open to the street. The extensive use of glass gives people either a sense of being in the mainstream of community activity or an inclination to join in. No one is walled off. The clerestory lights over the main corridors to the teaching wings are also intended to produce an outdoor, street-like effect.

The architectural interest is concentrated at entrances and circulation nodes, but the street theme pervades the building. A sidewalk cafe assumption about the pleasures of people-watching has produced innumerable overlooks and outlooks. The teaching wings reach out into the neighborhood. Paradoxically the underplaying of the
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The skylit pedestrian street at community level (right) looking towards the theater at the end of the ramp. The other end of this street (opposite top) towards the gym. One of the community offices (opposite middle) on the street with the open feeling created by the shop windows which line it. A social service counseling space (below) has a view towards the main stair across the street.

The main stair off the community level street (right) seen from the public restaurant. The interior windows let people see what's happening and contribute a sense of liveliness to the building. At the base of the oval stair (above), which is in a triangular light well, is the main intersection of the school level, with the shop window of the arts and crafts center at left, the lower cafeteria straight ahead, and the glass wall of the public restaurant above the stair. A brightly painted stair (opposite, bottom) in a two-story high interior street at the entrance to the teaching wing.
entrances makes the building into a complex of entrances, a multiple funnel, further emphasizing circulation and breaking down scale. Irregular massing provides each peripheral teaching area with a private play area, and prevents you from seeing the building all at once. Although it appears small, it is 176,000 sq. ft., for 2,200 students, and one of America's largest elementary schools. Relating to the white clapboard, black-trimmed houses nearby, the teaching wings are mostly one story high, of white and textured grey precast panels with black trim.

The educational spaces range from those for one child and one teacher to those for groups of 50 to 100. These spaces had to accommodate traditional classroom teachers and the retraining of Pontiac's teachers in open classroom techniques. There are high-ceilinged spaces for large groups and low-ceilinged ones for small groups which can be divided by chalkboards raised and lowered on counterweights, by storage units that swing 180 degrees, and by folding partitions.

The spirit of the place is best conveyed by the kids' reactions. Architect Raymond Girard said, "When the kids first got in they couldn't believe it was school—it was fun!" One said, "It has almost every color I can think of—even the people are different colors." (Several have remarked that the HRC is the most truly integrated school they've ever seen; there are none of the usual cliques.) Christine Quintanilla, age 10, said, "The thing I like the very, very, very best is that you can go where you want to go—and it's pretty easy. In my old school you opened and closed doors, and knocked on them, and opened and closed doors all the time. Now in the HRC it's easier, you just go." Another likes that her mother goes here too, taking classes upstairs and coming down to help the reading teacher sometimes. One of the inevitable responses was, "When are they going to put in the walls and doors?"

HRC is the first multi-use complex in the U.S. to be financed by federal, state, county, city and Board of Education funds on a ratio of usage basis. The total construction cost of the building and site was approximately $6.2 million. As the largest user, the Board of Education contributed $4.4 million from bond issues. When a program and building developed that cost more than the bond issues, EFL suggested going to HUD which had funded wings or separate sections of school buildings before. For the HRC they made a major policy change and awarded $1.6 million on a ratio-of-usage basis for neighborhood facilities. The theater with lobby exhibition area, community lounge, adult library, adult home economics area, community college classrooms, community health center and pre-school were funded entirely by HUD. The restaurant and dining terrace were jointly funded. The school paid for 60 percent of the gym while HUD paid 40 percent, and they shared the cost of the arts and crafts area on a 50-50 basis. At least three other schools have benefited from the funding package worked out for HRC. The county gave $155,000 towards special education and the City gave $250,000 towards site work. Mott Institute and Ford Foundation grants totaled $15,000. No community agencies provided building funds, nor do they pay rent.

In 1970, a year before HRC opened, Thor Petersen was appointed Director and began to work with parents to form a governing body. They voted to elect 14 members to an Executive Board of 11 parents and 3 teachers. The Board then appoints 10 subcommittees which elect chairmen who also serve on the Executive Board which totals 24 members — parents, teachers, and interested citizens. HRC personnel and agencies are screened by subcommittees and serve at the Executive Board's pleasure.

A striking indication of HRC's success is that after the bussing strife, a 1972 Board of Education bond issue failed to pass citywide by a vote of three to one but was favored three to one in the HRC district. A more modest statistic is that HRC's attendance rate — with three to four percent absenteeism — is twice as good as other Pontiac schools.

At this point, for HRC and other community service schools, it's like watching early returns.
on election night. The architects and school officials of HRC have a strong feeling of success about the people's continuing involvement in planning and administration. HRC's Director, Thor Petersen, points out however that the Center is reaching only one third of the people in its service area; which is to say, only 4,000 are directly involved in programs.

There are flashier figures (discredited in part by local officials) circulated about the decrease in juvenile delinquency, dropouts, recidivism and the increase in voting and passage of school bond issues attributed to the community education program which has been developing in Flint, Michigan, since the 1930's. They at least indicate some of the hopes for community service schools.

Superintendent Dana Whitmer and Architect David Lewis say, "The Human Resources Center is a demonstration of how the leadership of the Board of Education can act as a catalyst in reversing the obsolescence, the despair and the segregation of a typical inner city."

There is, alas, a sad sequel to HRC's seeming success. According to David Lewis, the Board of Education was keen on the Pontiac Area Planning Council, Superintendent Whitmer being one of its main architects and movers. When UDA was through planning HRC, and going into detailed design, they were asked to do a comparable planning study for a high school in a mirror location on the other side of the central business district. This plan, like that for HRC, included the selection of a site which would maximize desegregation and the suggestion of an urban rather than a campus form for the school. Not only was this plan rejected by a tremendous white backlash, but in an acrimonious election the Board of Education veered to the right and scended from the PAPC. It did however honor its arrangement to have citizens participate in the governance of the HRC. Although the PAPC reconstituted itself as the Pontiac Urban Coalition, exciting opportunities, such as those which presented themselves in the planning of the HRC, are obviously lost without the cooperation of the Board of Education.

Urban Design Associates began to do school work of this sort in 1964. The essence of their work, in the words of Ray Gindroz, is "to build not schools but focal points of community identity and activity of which education is a major component." They are known for their initiatives along these lines; and they credit their clients at HRC, Superintendent Whitmer, Director Petersen, and the Board of Education, with great courage in taking the risks necessary to making a new and sincere try at democracy.

Educational Facilities Laboratories counts at the very least sixteen community service schools underway, and is just about to publish a book about them. What they and UDA are looking forward to as the next move is the involvement of private enterprise in these complexes—hobby shops, stationers, drug stores, company recruiters and the like. A cautionary and perhaps antediluvian voice pipes up to say to them there were for centuries, and still are, many good reasons for treating education as special; for cloistering it; for providing an atmosphere of concentration rather than distraction in a school; for putting a school on a par with a 10¢ store or a mixed media environment. The celebration of urbanism is inevitable, even necessary. But hopefully no one will become so carried away with it as to build a landmark of education.

—Janet Bloom
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The Materials Resources Centers (this page) are open to the peripheral large group instruction areas but have a strong sense of enclosure. They are for individual studies and have listening posts, cassettes, films, books and other things kids can get plugged into. Looking from the ramp into a Resource Center (above), past the librarian's counter towards the main entrance of a teaching wing. Coat-racks on the outside of the Resource Centers are faced by steps where kids can take off their boots (left). They like to hang things from the low ceilings which create a transitional space between the high ceilinged, large group teaching areas and the Resource Centers.
PAUL RUDOLPH: DRAWINGS

A recent monograph from Yukio Futagawa’s A.D.A. Edita Tokio Company reveals one of architecture’s most compelling minds.

A lot of architects have forgotten how. Or why. Drawing, depending on the way you go about it, can be evidence of scornful detachment or of soulful concern. Either way, it is a very personal process, almost too personal to let out. Souls are not easily bared. Neither are soulful concerns—the ones which come to you in the middle of the night and must be gotten down, right then. Conditions impinge. There are the next day’s commitments: a rote “We Must.” Or restrictions, from somewhere: a rote “You Mustn’t.” Or someone’s deathless cause—the client’s office calling, messianic murmurs at the next drafting board: a rote “Thou Shalt.” So the soulful concerns get locked in, fortunately; some get built that way. But you sort of wonder, now and again, where spontaneity comes from—the artesian surge of that first, tentative sketch. Or wonder, down the road to realization, where spontaneity went.

Paul Rudolph probably wouldn’t believe a word of this, or say so anyway, even though his personality and accomplishments have evoked it. We tend to trouble people like him by thinking of them in ways that they never thought of themselves, or were too busy to. Still, it is in the nature of architecture that we must plumb the creative impulse—however impulsive or impeccable its results, because it is architecture’s place to evoke those impulses in those who experience it.

Paul Rudolph was about six. Like Frank Lloyd Wright’s, his father was a preacher—Southern Methodist, and

Rockford Center, proposed for Rockford, Illinois (1970), would orchestrate a mix of commercial, cultural and civic activity and retrieve a riverfront.
ever on the move from one parish to another. A new church building was in the offing at the time, and he grew up with memories of the architectural drawings which had been scattered about: "I never really gave up the idea of becoming an architect after that," he recalls. "There are two things I remember being fantastically impressed with. First of all, the weekly revivals. And then the first modern structure I saw—Wright's Rosenbaum House in Florence, Alabama. I can remember taking my parents and making them drive me to see that house—the carport, those low ceilings, the clerestory light coming in overhead, the sequence of space. In fact, to this day, I remember that house as the most vivid structure I have ever seen."

This impulse carried him to Auburn (where he got his first honorary doctorate last year—"it's very sentimental"), and on from there to Walter Gropius' Harvard.

"This was 1940, and there were very few places specializing in architecture—not much meaning anywhere. Consequently, not only did people from all over the United States go to Gropius' school, but also people from Europe. There was a marvelous group, both students and faculty. Of course, it was clear to me that Gropius was an international star—something I subsequently revolted against. In any event, I knew what I was revolting against because, being a marvelous teacher, he made it very, very clear."

After Harvard came a summer job in Sarasota, Florida. Birmingham, Alabama then beckoned him back for a year where he first found his footing in design ("I couldn't design"), and in detailing. Then it was back to Sarasota, where he paired up with Ralph Twitchell. From 1946, and for ten years after, there were houses to do, a lot of guest houses especially, "People wouldn't trust me with the main house usually, only the guest house. For eight years or so, I did really very small things—but always on my own terms. Until . . ."

Until, as most of you know, the Mary Cooper Jewett Arts Center at Wellesley College, outside Boston—commissioned 1955, completed three years later; the Greeley Memorial Laboratory for the Forestry Institute at Yale—commissioned 1957, completed two years later; the spectacularly published Sarasota High School—commissioned 1958, completed the next year, and carried out at the insistence of Philip H. Hiss. "Until . . . the Yale thing," the Art and Architecture Building—commissioned 1958, completed 1964.

"I'm probably the last person to ask about it," Mr. Rudolph comments, still curious about (and a little hurt by) the criticism that the Art and Architecture Building was a compulsive, undisciplined act, as though he had been unable to control the release of all his pent-up energy. "I worked very hard on that building, and it's about the most disciplined thing I've ever done. I went through many phases, some of which have been doubtful, some of which haven't. But if I had
it to do over, I would do it much the same way. In spite of the criticism, I don't think the final story is in. It's easy to see that the building makes its presence felt, and that interferes with the young man or woman who is trying to make his or her own work felt. Maybe the most anonymous kind of thing would have been better. Maybe I was the wrong person to do this, but that is for others to judge in time. You see, I really feel that people should react to their environment—feel it, sense it, have something to say, positive or negative. People should have a clear idea of what they are reacting to, which is why this building's presence is most important, from my point of view."

Talk about presence. Paul Rudolph has it, as he says this. A presence born of having been through a lot, and having taken in the reactions. It's not every dean of a school of architecture who is willing to let his students give him a grade, which is exactly what happened, and what he wanted to happen.

"I never intended to become the head of a school. Any school. I had lectured there, and a dozen other places. Contrary to what has been reported, President Griswold did not say, 'Come to Yale, and we will give you buildings to build.' This demeans him, and me. He wanted me to come, and I did. I learned much more than my students. You know, one has to be two different people in such a situation. As an architect, I'm probably one of the most opinionated cusses around. But in helping students find their way, you must have many viewpoints represented, try to see all sides, try to see what the student is doing, determine whether it is valid and, if not, say why. I don't know how successful I was. I do know that I tried to create an atmosphere in which people could find out things for themselves, and an atmosphere in which to test what they had found."

Since 1964, and completion of the Art and Architecture Building, Mr. Rudolph has carried this atmosphere into everything he touches. This is no evangelical crusade, but a steady carving out of architecture from reality as he interprets it.

Industrialized building:

"People have been talking about architecture for over 100 years now as a solution to social ills. I don't think that's a solution at all, although it can help. Until recently, prefabrication referred to structure, which is only about 20 percent of construction cost. What about financing, land values, site preparation, the mechanical and electrical systems? I think that something which considers only 20 percent of the whole is slightly ridiculous. We have to move into a prefabrication of three dimensions, maybe more. Having come of age, I see the mobile home industry as a stepping stone to something truly momentous—the integration of structural and mechanical systems and finishes, and it's only a matter of time before the six-story modular becomes a reality; then higher. The mobile home and its size were not determined by engineers only, but by state-enforced limits on how much width can be safely driven along a highway. Similar limits will apply to modular design, and those units will also be trucked into place. This country has a tremendous investment in highways, and it would be too bad not to recognize it, and use it. I am fascinated with the fact that a modular unit, seven and a half feet wide, will fit nicely on a road-bed. And if you put two of them together, you get a clear 13 feet. It is the American equivalent to the Japanese mats,
three by six feet, which they have been folding up, moving around and rearranging for five centuries."

Urban design:

"The most emphatic thing which has happened since World War II is the extensive thruways which have been built between cities and, in the process, torn them apart. It's going to be a long while before we surpass the idea of the private conveyance, so what we need to do is organize the ways in which people get around, the geometry of transportation—the thruway, subway, pedestrianway, people movers, airport access. In other words, a movement system so coordinated that it would be clearly understood, easily used, and human—the characteristics of beauty. The thruway doesn't have to be divisive; it brings up the whole notion of the linear city which is much more than building a platform over a road and putting buildings on top of it. We can think, instead, of configurations of building elements spanning the road. I happen to think the A-frame configuration, accommodating modular units, is the most natural way of doing this."

The individual house:

"It seems to me that architects should investigate as many ways as possible to deal with space, structure, light and human psychology. There is no one set of problems. I would feel condemned if there were. To me, the expensive single house is a consummate opportunity to investigate, to test certain notions which can be applied in other areas of building. I am very happy that after ten years of building no houses, I now have eight. Four are in construction. Three of them are huge, over a million dollars. But the thing I am most happy about is this opportunity to learn things which can contribute to all the other things I am doing—lessons about the sequence and psychology of space, the uses of natural and artificial light, the relationship of furnishings, of the building to the land, of color."

By now, Paul Rudolph is pacing around, talking about the drawings in a forthcoming monograph, the one from which the drawings on these pages are taken.
There is a film being made of his study for the proposed Lower Manhattan expressway—Ford Foundation funded. So much for us to look into. And out on. A barge is plying past on the East River below his Beekman Place apartment. The street author John Marquand lived on so many years, someone recalls. I.M. Pei just down the block. Beekman seems so far from Birmingham, yet incontrovertibly close—that Auburn doctorate was just a few weeks away.

"I suppose the single most influential book in my professional life was Giedion's *Space, Time and Architecture,*" getting back to sources. "The concept that cubist painting might have an instructive relationship to architecture was a great revelation. Was and is. Of course, Giedion was very selective in his reading of history, but his prejudices make it all the more meaningful. Then there is Le Corbusier, especially *When the Cathedrals were White*—most moving. And *The Architecture of Humanism,* by Scott. Of course, the most convincing books were not the ones you
could pick up and put down. I mean the most convincing were things like the Wright house, which said it all."

Soon Mr. Rudolph is off traveling again. There is an office building in Japan, and one in Spain. Cliff-hanger commissions in the Middle East. But travel is also a functional need, "It's the only way I can get anything done. The sketching, I love it. But it has to be done right then and there, when it hits you, as I did on the train the other day coming back from New Haven. That way, the people in my office can see what is happening. You know, this moving around is really a 20th century phenomenon, nobody stays put, but something very tangible can come out of this mobility, something very permanent."

Mobility and permanence. In passing, or staying put. Heavy opposites, so it seems at first. It is a reconciliation which circumstance has routed in our time, as Paul Rudolph implies, "The art of disposing one building in relationship to another so the total adds up to more than the parts—this is an art that we know very little about, something we have almost lost, like the secret of making stained glass. I suppose that Siena comes to mind as the city I feel strongest about. Its humanness comes from its close wedding with the site. You go up, through, out, around, down—only to go up again. Then there are those winding streets, leading to the plaza—so natural, it seems, not contrived. I can't imagine it being any other way. Yet, it is interesting that it wasn't treated as being something dominant. Its irregular but definite form is not immediately apparent; it unfolds as you enter it from various points. And as it unfolds into view, the plaza's relationship to the pattern of the city beyond becomes so clear that you know damn well that it took centuries to build."

There is something of the "tabula rasa" in Paul Rudolph. And there are those who take issue with him for this reason, pointing out that no one's mind can be swept clean as a prior condition for receiving new impressions, that no one's building can be conceived as though nothing had gone before, or as though nothing around it deserves respect. Such assumptions have created havoc in the modern city, applied in lesser hands. But the "tabula rasa" on which Paul Rudolph draws, the one from which he derives his strength, is fundamentally different. The cleanness of his slate comes from his having pondered and thoughtfully traced what has gone before, blowing away the dust which obscures useful precedents. That is why he has and will continue to set them.—William Marlin

Mr. Rudolph's study of the lower Manhattan Expressway (opposite) was sponsored by the Ford Foundation and carried out 1967-72. This unfinished section perspective, looking east, indicates a spinal sequence of housing and related services above a proposed (now vetoed) roadway. The six-story phase housing of his Buffalo, New York waterfront proposal of 1969 (above right), is now being occupied. The 472 units are surrounded by the three-story clusters of Phase I.
"Sketches for an architect are the most direct line between his imagination and the tangible," says Mr. Rudolph. These are of the Deane residence in Great Neck, New York (designed in 1970), now under construction.
TALE OF TWIN PARKS

Political and economic forces were carefully integrated with social and design concerns in an exemplary housing experiment in the Bronx

BY MYLES WEINTRAUB AND REVEREND MARIO ZICARELLI

In the spring of 1966 when the City of New York decided to build 800 units of public housing in the Twin Parks area of the Bronx, it was not considered a core ghetto. Neither was it a stable middle-class community. Composed of several neighborhoods varying in social and economic composition, Twin Parks had elements of both extremes; yet numbers of the poor were increasing and the middle class was moving away. Pockets of severe physical deterioration were already present, even though much of the built fabric was still substantial and well-maintained. In other words, Twin Parks displayed the classic symptoms of the common mid-twentieth century epidemic—urban decay.

More than a year ago 270 families began moving into the first of the new buildings. Hundreds more have done so since and other buildings are under construction. When this opening round of renewal has been completed, Twin Parks will boast a total of 4,000 new units of housing (1,200 for low-income and 2,800 for moderate-income families), 1,000 rehabilitated apartments, three day-care centers, plus two new primary schools with a combined capacity of 2,000 children (the air rights of one school are being developed for middle-income housing by the New York City Educational Construction Fund), a new intermediate school for 1,500 students, a youth center, an early childhood learning center for 200, and various community facilities for the elderly. Some of the low-income families will live in public housing built by the Housing Authority; others are lodged in moderate-income buildings under an Authority leasing program.

While the Authority was the original agency to be involved in Twin Parks, the difference in scope between its original proposal and what has been accomplished is both significant and instructive. That early proposal for 800 low-income units was promptly rejected by a group of community leaders in June 1966, despite city officials’ claims that it would be “vest-pocket” housing. Yet about this time, Bronx Borough President, Herman Badillo decided to ask Archbishop John Maguire, who had just set up a diocesan office of Housing and Urban Renewal, if he would encourage some of the Catholic pastors from the Tremont neighborhood to form a non-profit housing corporation to develop middle-income housing in conjunction with the Housing Authority’s low-income housing. They hoped by using the vehicle of a non-profit sponsorship they would attract Federal 221d-3 subsidies. The six Tremont pastors quickly agreed to form such a corporation; since middle-income housing at that time meant rents of about $30 a rental room per month.

Meanwhile, from another direction entirely, a group of architects, Jonathan Barnett, Giovanni Pasanella, Jaquelin Robertson, Richard Weinstein, and Myles Weintraub, entered the scene. As the nucleus for what was soon to be the Urban Design Group in the City Planning Commission, they had just secured a grant from the J.M. Kaplan Fund for an advocacy planning study. When the architects found out about the several plans for Tremont, they decided to meet with the community under the auspices of the Housing and Development Administration. (HDA, a super-agency formed by Mayor Lindsay in 1967, was given the responsibility to coordinate urban renewal projects and administer moderate and middle income housing programs.)

At a community meeting the architects proposed identifying a number of vest-pocket sites (less than a full square block) preferably on vacant land, in the East and West Tremont sections of the Bronx. On these scattered sites, the group recommended building 800 units of public housing and 1,200 units of middle-income nonprofit sponsored housing. Furthermore, as they explained, the concept was to be developed in dialogue with both the people of the area and the City’s housing agencies. While the Tremont pastors, including Reverend Mario Zicarelli, supported the plan, most of the large audience from the area of West Tremont—white, a cut higher economically than the racially mixed East Tremont, and more conservative about public housing—heckled and booted the city officials off the stage.

There the matter would have died if the Catholic and Protestant pastors of East Tremont had not felt that their neighborhood was hardly in a position to let the matter drop. And so they decided to act without West Tremont. At the end of 1966 they formed the Twin Parks Association (TPA), a non-profit housing company with Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant participation; whites, blacks, and Puerto Ricans. They asked the housing agencies to restrict the focus of the study to the eastern half of the previously designated area, i.e., to East Tremont (or from the Bronx River to the Webster Avenue escapee).

The young men of the Urban Design Group then began to consult with the community of East Tremont and with the Twin Parks Association about sites and priorities. Each meeting meant altered plans and new proposals, but by Spring 1967 the group had put a package together. Determined to achieve the widest coverage for the proposals, the urban designers produced an exhibit that traveled throughout the community.

Finally, the plan was ready. At this point it called for something less than 2,500 units in-
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Avenue elevated subway (with an express bus route as a re­placement), to a detailed phased program to minimize the relocation problems. It is to the plan’s credit that it has not been sub­stantially changed since, except that the number of apartments increased as certain sites were expanded and building costs mounted.
With local approvals secured, the Twin Parks Plan was pre­sented to the City Planning Commission in September 1967 and received unanimous appro­val. The Board of Estimate ap­propriated $12,000,000 in land acquisition, approving the plan 22 to 0. As crucial as the planning and politicking had been to this point, a new set of obstacles had to be overcome as the plan moved to the implementation stage—internal conflicts over sponsorship, bureaucratic nit­picking, lack of equity funding.
Once HDA had a local office, a project director, and a staff, it went about the business of urban renewal implementa­tion (i.e., code enforcement, mainte­nance, relocation writs, demoliti­on, etc.), and finally sponsor selection.
The Twin Parks Association could not claim to represent the entire community and asked for sponsorship of one-fourth of the available sites (some had al­ready been designated for the Housing Authority’s public hous­ing share). But HDA wanted TPA to take over sponsorship of the whole program, with the proviso that the Association be­come more broadly-based by ab­sorbing some of the other ap­plicants, such as a group of Puerto Rican churches and new West Tremont organizations sympathetic to the cause. The Association reconsidered, and so started to grow. At last count it embodied 49 churches and or­ganizations. And by the end of the summer of 1968, it seemed to have met all of HDA’s re­quirements for members.
But as 221d-3 subsidies allo­cated to New York were drained by other projects, non-profit sponsorship seemed more and more unrealistic and wasteful. During this time Congress was re-evaluating the idea of offering low interest government mort­gages to non-profit sponsors, under 221d-3, and gradually be­gan to endorse a program of low-interest subsidies on privately-financed mortgages under 235-236 programs. Because it was a presidential election year, the 221d-3 monies that were running out were not being re­placed. Thus sponsor designa­tion was repeatedly postponed.
In the meantime, Father Zicar­elli had become the chairman of the TPA. Already President of Local School Board 10 in the Bronx, he was in the unique pivotal position of coordinating plans for the housing and the schools. In December 1968 TPA was designated sponsor of all HDA’s moderate-income hous­ing and of the air-rights school and housing complex (ECF).
But the TPA designation hinged on its discussing the plan with the newly created Urban Develop­ment Corporation — a state agency empowered to float $1 million worth of bonds, and to override local zoning ordi­nances and building codes, in order to initiate development in urban areas.
As was established, the UDC would build the housing and then sell it to a private owner. Since the TPA had no money, it could not hope to buy the housing from the UDC, and thus the Association had to make a critical decision.
Going with the Urban Develop­ment Corporation would mean allowing most of the housing to be sold to limited profit devel­opers whom UDC would des­ignate. It meant TPA would have only an advisory role in management and renting, giving up the “sponsorship” that in a low-income, heavily minority-populated community meant “control.” On the other hand, waiting for 221d-3 funds might take forever and the housing might never be built, since a new President of the United States had been sworn into office.
The TPA decided to risk it. The decision was made easier one with the knowledge that the TPA’s last and most im­portant demand had been met: the architects to be selected would be of outstanding ability. The Urban Design Group and HDA’s Office of Design had prepared a list of architects whom they believed could trans­late the spirit of the plan into built spaces. All three “devel­oper” agencies, the Housing Authority, Education Construc­tion Fund, and UDC had agreed to make their separate choices of architects from that list. The UDC chose the offices of Rich­ard Meier, Giovanni Pasanella, James Stewart Polshek, and Prentice & Chan, Olhausen; the Housing Authority selected Mitchell-Giurgola, John Johan­sen, and Pasanella; and ECF eventually selected Pasanella for the combined school and air­rights housing. The theme of anti-project architecture per­meated the entire planning process, shared both by the com­munity and the architect-plan­ners. All schemes emphasized the need for new buildings to fit into the existing physical fabric, remedied past deficien­cies such as the appalling lack of convenient and usable open space, and called for economical construction.
In September 1970 the first groundbreaking for Twin Parks took place.
The Twin Parks development is now about 50 percent com­plete. Three complexes are oc­cupied — Site 5-11 and Site 4 by Prentice & Chan, Olhausen and Twin Parks Northeast by Richard Meier, all for the UDC. Two UDC projects are being occupied now—Southeast by James Polshek and Site 8 by Giovanni Pasanella. And others by Pasanella—Sites 5-7, 10-12 and 6, for the UDC, and Twin Parks West, Site 1 and 2 for the Housing Authority — will be­gin to receive occupants during the next five months. Two ECF housing projects, Kelly Towers and Keith Plaza, also by Pasanella plus a UDC youth center by Smitrich and Platt are in early construction. A housing scheme using modular pre­cast concrete panel systems is now being designed by SOM for the UDC. In addition, an intermedi­ate school designed by The Architects Collaborative for UDC is slated for construction in the near future. Meanwhile, other projects wait in the wings.
TWIN PARKS AS TYPOLOGY

Several of the UDC architects have brought distinctly different formal and relational attitudes to the generic form of housing.

BY KENNETH FRAMPTON

A comparative critique of four specific UDC schemes—Twin Parks Northeast, Twin Parks Southwest, and Twin Parks Northwest, Sites 5-11 and 4—may best be made along four main lines. Firstly, radically different approaches have been taken to the development of the respective sites given a more or less comparable density and mix. Secondly, relatively different strategies towards the implicit social differentiation of public and private space are displayed in the layout of these sites. Thirdly, different attitudes have been adopted with regard to either integration with, or differentiation from, the pre-existing urban context. And finally, different compositional devices are employed for the expression of an aggregation of individual dwelling cells as a larger collective whole; i.e. the capacity of massing and formal configuration to express the generic idea of housing.

With regard to the differentiation of public space and the integration of the built form into the existing urban pattern, fundamentally different approaches seem to have been adopted in two particular schemes—Twin Parks Northeast by Richard Meier and Twin Parks Southwest by Giovanni Pasanella. In each instance the underlying conception seems to have been based on 'models' drawn from the received culture of 19th and 20th century architecture.

In the Pasanella scheme the point of departure seems to lie in the work of Le Corbusier as epitomized in the latter's Unite d' Habitation at Marseilles. In the Meier case the referential base is more complex. Once again, of course, there is the example of Le Corbusier, only this time the typological reference is to the redent blocks of the Radiant City. From 1922 on, such set-back blocks constituted an essential component in the Corbusian residential pattern. As such they were largely an extension of a late 19th century anti-street polemic.

Meier's use of this model appears at this juncture to be somewhat paradoxical since his set-back blocks at Twin Parks align themselves with what remains of the existing street frontages. At the same time, of course, as is inevitable with such a model, they open up the interior of the site to the street. Meier attempts to balance this openness by subtle changes in level between the site and the surrounding streets, and by using his set-back blocks to precisely define the public open space. This appropriation of space is accentuated through the careful disposition of housing towers that rise higher than the general cornice line of the development.

From this one may argue that the overall parti of the Meier scheme stems from a curious compound of Le Corbusier (after Henard), on the one hand, and Sitjesque notions of urban space, on the other. The unusual formal and social interaction that the Meier scheme invokes in conjunction with the existing urban context no doubt derives from this conscious attempt to conflate two ultimately antithetical models drawn from 19th century urban theory.

Although Twin Parks Northeast had the misfortune to become the disputed turf of
Twin Parks Northeast occupies portions of three blocks (isometric opposite) comprising 3.34 acres. The seven-story and 16-story buildings accommodate 523 dwelling units with 86 percent of the units one, two and three-bedrooms (plan, left). The building's 385,625 sq. ft. includes ground floor areas for a 4400 sq. ft. day care center, 3000 sq. ft. of commercial space, 1500 sq. ft. for community meeting rooms, plus the project's management office and enclosed parking for cars. Structure is poured-in-place concrete frame with brick exterior walls.
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rival gangs during the last hot summer, this should not blind one to the outstanding sensitivity of Meier's layout both in relating to its existing urban context and in providing a viable public space for congress and play; a space that seems to have been more than adequately supported by spontaneous use, even if, on occasions, this use has degenerated into violence.

The site planning of Pasanella's, as yet unoccupied, Twin Parks Southwest would seem to indicate that its public open space will be even less defensible in the Oscar Newman sense of the term. For one thing there is a pedestrian route running diagonally across the site. Without becoming involved in a potentially regressive discourse about the relative security of the public space offered by these respective schemes (particularly as each scheme had radically different site conditions to contend with), I would like simply to point out the contrasting approach to the provision of public space in each case. Where Meier creates defined areas of public space within the arms of his set-back blocks, Pasanella appears to afford little space which could be appropriated with any kind of comparable conviction for either play or confrontation. Instead, one is presented with one of the more embarrassing features to be found in the Le Corbusier model of the Unite; namely, to what purpose do you assign the space under the pilotis? Of course, an extensive use of pilotis is common to both the Meier and Pasanella schemes, but in the Meier case, they mostly predicate promenade arcades flanking usable public space, while in the Pasanella scheme, they are sheltering 'gateways' giving directly onto the route through the site. The pilotis in the Pasanella scheme predicate no public use save for functioning as open foyers to the right of way linking Webster and Valentine Avenues. The architect, true to his original model, has provided for undifferentiated areas of green space on either side of this route; a provision which will fail if left open and which will not provide the necessary public space if closed in.

The problem posed by pilotis and adjacent public open space at Twin Parks Southwest is one that is integral to the original model. Even in Le Corbusier's idealized version of a city on piles floating above a continuous park space the problem remains. What would the inhabitants of the Ville Radieuse have done with these continuous arcades? This is the typological burden, so to speak, carried to an equal degree by both the Meier and Pasanella schemes. Its corollary as far as pragmatic planning is concerned is that the designer can never find enough public space in the program to occupy the volume created below the building mass. Thus the undercroft of the Meier scheme sometimes takes on the aura of a wasteland. Even here where the overall provision of public space has been intelligently arranged, excessively large and ill-main tained foyers seem to abound at every corner.

To work pragmatically, without concern for canonical models, seems to have been the dominant approach behind the Twin Parks work of Prentice & Chan, Olhausen. In this respect their two schemes are possibly among the most successful in the area. Their site planning from the point of view of both

Duplex units appear in buildings for Sites 5-7, 10-12 (left, top) and 6. Site 5-7 is shown above with site plan illustrating relation of ground floor spaces for 5-7 and 10-12 and nearby Site 8. Section (right) indicates single level apartments for elderly in the pulled out levels, with duplexes arranged split level fashion above and below.
Twin Parks Southwest (Sites 5-7, 10-12, 8 and 6) comes to a total of 610,000 sq. ft. on three separate sites that total 4.2 acres (aerial photo, left opposite). The building on Site 8 (Page 66) accommodates 167 dwelling units with zero to two bedrooms for the elderly in a stepped five to 29 story building. The three buildings to the north accommodate a total of 369 dwelling units with one to five bedrooms (most are two's and three's) in a 17 story building, an 11 story building and a ten story building. Split-level duplex apartments (photo, right) are provided by a section element of five levels grouped around a corridor (section, bottom opposite). Elevator stops are every two and a half floors. At ground levels in the 10-12 and 6 buildings are located a 4500 sq. ft. day care center, and a 1500 sq. ft. community center. Construction is reinforced concrete flat slabs with eight inch square face brick and concrete block walls.
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Twin Parks Northwest, Site 5-11 contains 211 dwelling units with apartment sizes ranging from zero to five bedrooms on a 1.25 acre site. The 29,476 sq. ft. building is five to eleven stories high and encloses a terraced sixty foot escarpment (photo, left). Community facilities include a 12,000 sq. ft. early childhood center. Structure is reinforced concrete with brick cavity walls.

Photographs: Dorothy Alexander, page 55, and page 57, center, right top and right bottom; Richard Meier, page 57, right middle; Norman McGrath, page 58, right top; page 59, left bottom, David Hirsch, page 61, left and right top. Nathaniel Lieberman, page 58, top left, and page 59, top.
security and differentiated use is by far the best to be found in the whole UDC development. Given their bluff-like rocky sites, Prentice & Chan, Olhausen appear to have taken a fortress approach to the problem: the paradigm of the building as bastion. A defensible proposition if ever there was from the point of view of security. This approach is clearly more successful at Twin Parks Northwest, Site 5-11 than it is at Twin Parks Northwest, Site 4. The former provides for a bastion that on three sides encloses a differentiated public open space. Even more successful, at Site 5-11, is the relation between the interior and exterior public spaces and between these spaces and contingent semi-public areas, such as the elevated access deck to one side of the garden court. Here there is little chance for one to become embarrassed, so to speak, by the use of pilotis. The few that exist constitute a clear gateway leading into the central court from the lower level (as in the Rio de Janeiro Education Ministry of 1936-45).

What in the last analysis are the respective attitudes adopted in these three designs to the aggregation of living cells? How do they each in turn choose to express this phenomena? Let me in this instance proceed in reverse. The Prentice & Chan, Olhausen schemes predicate themselves on the building as an hermetic bastion or block. Its homogeneous brick surface is merely enlivened by the iteration of a syncopated fenestration. There is patently no hierarchy save for the palpable brute presence of a brick-clad megalith and the ornamental flicker of rectilinear window openings. This is mass housing expressed as an art of abstraction, as a mere vehicle for an aggregation of living units, that does not exist; the fault lies in the last analysis, not in the Meier scheme, which transcends the mass aspect of housing, much in the same way as the English Georgian terrace did, through modulating an assembly of related parts that refer to a larger entity. In the Georgian terrace it was the pediment applied to accentuate the ends and the center of an otherwise undifferentiated repetition of identical units, that served most effectively to establish the sense of the whole. In Meier's Twin Parks scheme, it is the 16-story tower at the eastern end of the site, which centralizes the composition causing the massing and the fenestration of the entire scheme to appear to gravitate towards a piled-up center. Despite Pasaniel's articulation of the facade by projecting continuous floors to reflect the public access routes within, little of this larger aggregate value manifests itself in his scheme. This projection neither convincingly reveals the nature of the public presence nor does it finally serve to forge the composition into a larger whole. This is particularly so where the composition (still basically looking to the Unite) is split abruptly asunder by articulated vertical access; a schism which Le Corbusier was able to suppress in his final formulation of the Unite at Marseilles.

It is exactly at this point where aestheticization of statistics rather than organization of space becomes the prime raison d'etre of a design that the architect loses sight of the fact that building, as opposed to art, must be contingent upon finding semantically relevant physical forms for appropriate social relations. Failure to observe this necessary law accounts for a body of modern architecture that is by now littered with implied social hypotheses which could never be brought into being (even when built), simply because they were too complex or too ambiguous to be understood and used. In short, we are confronted once again with the unconscious utopianism of a modern architecture that has failed to acknowledge the society as a living body, and has built for a society that does not exist; the fault lying in the last analysis, not with architecture, but with the structure of the society.
Twin Parks Northwest, Site 4, occupies a narrow 54,342 sq. ft. site. The 19-story building contains 120 dwelling units with zero- to five-bedrooms in duplexes and simplxes, using twenty different apartment layouts (plan, right). Fenestration expresses varied plan. Since the tower sits on an escarpment, the architects designed a pedestrian pass-through leading from the entrance of the building (photo, top right) through the ground floor and down the hill.

FACTS AND FIGURES
(For a listing of key products used in these buildings, see p. 80.)
LEARNING FROM TWIN PARKS

Now that Twin Parks is a physical reality, questions arise: Is the project a success? On what terms? Does it provide a model for future applications?

In a sense, the New York State Urban Development Corporation made its name with Twin Parks—at least in New York City. The feat of building 1,888 moderate and low-income units so far (in the usual 70-20 proportions with an additional ten percent for elderly) on difficult sites within three years cannot be ignored, no matter how they did it.

Rumor has it, the UDC got roped into Twin Parks: New York City agreed to lease Welfare Island for 99 years to the UDC if it would agree to take over Twin Parks impossible sites. Welfare Island is said to have been UDC's baby, but Twin Parks got built. (Construction has barely begun on the Welfare Island housing.)

A closer look at the specifics of Twin Parks' group dynamics—between UDC, architect and occupant—might be instructive (pax to the other agencies). For this kind of effort will influence (and has already) how the UDC will act in the future, what architects can expect and what the public may get.

UDC and the Architect

Since both the UDC and the particular architects selected for the job were inexperienced, the enterprise at the outset had a trial-and-error quality about it. Anxious to have Twin Parks proceed at record speed, the UDC sliced design development time for architects to seven-to-nine-months. To further trim time expenditure, the UDC did not permit the architects to meet informally with the Twin Parks Association during design development except at public presentations. As President of the UDC, Ed Logue explained at a Columbia University symposium held in March on Twin Parks, he believes in working as a partner with the community, not as their advocate. The theory was that the Urban Design Group architects had already met with the community to determine its needs: now it was time to get on with it.

Another aspect of the architects' relations with the UDC involved the contractor. At the beginning the UDC had some difficulty getting contractors to take them seriously. Thus the contractors were not actually lined up for each project until working drawings had been completed. Since the projects were not competitively bid, architects then found design modifications required at this late date—because the contractor said so. Richard Meier was the first architect to be subjected to this rather unique process, and it hurt: He had designed windows for the small apartments (FHA minimum-as-maximum room standards the UDC first adhered to religiously) to encompass a large proportion of each brick bay of Northeast. The contractor then argued it would be too expensive to keep apartments heated because of the electric heating system (the original design called for steam). Needless to say, Meier lost and the windows are significantly smaller.

Today contractors are selected at the outset, and work with the architect through design development. But as one other firm has pointed out, this too has disadvantages: When the contractor has been accepted on a basis other than lowest bid, he has no commitment to a design he would normally have promised to build at the lowest cost. Therefore, when the chips are down, the architect is the one who constantly returns to the drafting board to bring the building in at budget.

Many of the Twin Parks architects also mention unsatisfactory workmanship was common to the project—either because of the union stranglehold or indifferent job supervision. Aside from these headaches however, architects still love the UDC. As Jim Polshek puts it, "The UDC is the closest counterpart we have to the London County Council—and is light-years ahead of other bureaucracies." Polshek and others add that since its incipient years the UDC has gotten more organized—as well as more bureaucratized. Nevertheless, all expressed a desire to work again with the UDC (but only two firms—Prentice & Chan, Olhausen and Giovanni Pasanella have been so favored).

UDC and the Social Scientist

Twin Parks housing was built without benefit of social scientists by architects whose reputations rests primarily on formal considerations. Here again the UDC was paring costs and time spent in the design stage, with some obvious mistakes. For example, the earliest projects, such as Richard Meier's, were designed with FHA minimum room standards held as the maximum. After the initial round, the UDC realized 80 sq. ft. was awfully small for a two-person bedroom and began loosening up. They took it upon themselves to prove to the FHA 236 people that they could increase room sizes 15 percent with costs only going up four percent.

Although the social scientist remained an invisible element throughout design and construction, the UDC now seeks to be responsive to user-need input. Under the direction of Chief of Architecture for the UDC Ted Lieberman, and Associate Architect Tony Pangaro, the UDC is developing "interim" standards and criteria. These criteria would provide architects with standards regarding not only room sizes, but general performance requirements; for example, furnishability of a space. As part of this program the UDC already has student interns compiling sociological data on the way occupants live, rea-
sons for the success of various housing developments, how they should relate to community services, plus questions of security, etc. Such research is seen as an ongoing process to develop criteria that can serve as an information bank for UDC architects. The criteria will never be regarded as a final document, but a continual program “to investigate the issues in housing” as Liebman puts it.

This summer Twin Parks will become a laboratory for detailed testing designed to help formulate interim criteria. Led by environmental psychologist and sociologist Frank Becker of Cornell University’s Department of Environmental Design, this post-construction evaluation will concentrate on two of the Twin Parks sites—Northeast (Meier) and Site 4 (Prentice & Chan, Olhausen). About 25 percent of the occupants will be subjected to formal interviews, on such topics as “development” aspects—site design, building amenities and unit design—as well as feelings about security, factors influencing their interrelationships with other tenants, image of home, perception of administration and management, and hindrances to self-expression. Becker feels that some of Twin Parks mistakes would not have occurred had the architects and the UDC been more sensitive to information already known. But he also warns that the questions occupants are asked have to be carefully constructed and phrased.

The impetus for this post-evaluation traces to the UDC instituted a two-week live-in in Northeast for the architect Richard Meier, Ed Logue, Ted Liebman and other UDC personnel and their families. While their reactions were generally favorable, they realized only a true testing of occupants, most of whom have radically different life styles, would provide hard data.

**UDC and the Occupant**

Despite the fact that a real evaluation has not occurred, one could infer that the buildings are reasonably successful from the stand-point of current user-need literature, preliminary observation, informal interviews and discussion. Often the response of the occupants is much more enthusiastic, and indicates a great improvement has been made over prior dwelling units (thank God for that). There are complaints though, referring to poor maintenance (a problem with 236 housing, since private management corporations can only use the low rent money for maintenance), shoddy construction (The Twin Parks Association however, reports no more kinks than say, Coop City), small apartments (referring to those built to FHA standards) and other people (the TPA responds that 95 percent of the occupants now are from the overall Twin Parks area defined by postal zones; others are people relocated from other parts of the city, and TPA keeps close supervision on tenant selection). Nevertheless these complaints are common
to publicly assisted housing—and in New York even to luxury housing. So unfortunately Twin Parks is no exception to the rule. But it should also be kept in mind that such comments represent the most direct tangible apperception of reality to the occupants. Other qualities that exist might be too difficult to verbalize on a conscious level. And certain factors that affect tenant attitudes often do not show up right away.

At the risk of simplification, the most apparent characteristic of each of these buildings is that the architects have emphasized one of two principal design considerations at the expense of the other. If the architect has designed a building with highly popular public spaces, the apartment units tend to be ordinary; if he has devised an ingenious apartment layout, the site plan is nondescript. For example, Prentice & Chan, Olhausen’s scheme at Site 5-11, a five to eleven story building embracing a 60 foot escarpment, had the most difficult site. Yet their building is clearly the most successful from an urban design point of view. Any mild sunny day, the terraced plaza is swarming with children (the first floor has a early childhood center) and residents. The low scale of the building and its configuration allow mothers to easily call to their children from their apartments—a common design recommendation of social scientists. Yet the rooms are small (FHA minimum-as-maximum), layouts standard, and half of the dwellings face away from the plaza because of the double-loaded corridors. On the other hand, the same architects designed an intriguing system of spacious duplexes and singleplexes (you walk up a flight to a one-level unit) in an ordinary high-rise tower on Site 4.

Richard Meier too, concentrated on the urban design aspects of Twin Parks Northeast, creating a very pleasant open space. Yet the apartment units are tiny, like 5-11, and the layouts are more typical of middle-class childless life styles; mothers do not have easy surveillance over children; kitchen-dining facilities are minimal. Air conditioning is much desired with double-loaded corridors, but since it doesn’t “come-with”. UDC will stress single-loaded
corridors in the future, for natural ventilation.

Pasanella's buildings on Sites 5-7, 10-12, and 6 boast an ingenious system of providing duplexes with floor-through two-level apartments, and elevator stops every two and a half floors. Even single level apartments for the elderly are strung out along one wall so that each room has light and view, including the bathroom and kitchen. While the overall scheme suggests a system that is opened and additive, this characteristic itself prevents the kind of enclosed quality that makes the site design at 5-11 so successful. (But since landscaping has not been completed at 5-7, 10-12 and 6 it is difficult to assess its potential success at this point.) The nearby Site 8 with single-level zero-to-two bedroom apartments for the elderly, on the other hand, responds in a very particularized way to the narrow triangular site: A blank wall faces onto busy Webster Avenue; while the elevation facing Echo Park carries a series of balconies angled to permit sunlight easily into the apartments.

Again in Polshek's buildings at Southeast, mixed benefits exist. Well-designed duplex units occupy the middle section of the medium-rise buildings enclosing a plaza; but Polshek has separated the elderly from this complex in a 31-story tower across the street. While sociologists such as William Michelson (Man and the Urban Environment) might agree with concentrating the elderly in one building—citing studies that show the elderly find greatest satisfaction in living with other elderly—sociological evidence also makes clear that they must be close to activity. Others argue that the elderly provide natural surveillance for housing, and therefore should be integrated with families for reasons of security.

Probably more than the others, this middle section corresponds to certain axioms current in user-need literature. For example, the duplexes strongly reflect ethnic life styles of the Puerto Rican neighborhood surrounding the Southeast. Sociologist John Zeisel has pointed out (Fundamental Values in Planning with a Non-Paying Client) that Latin Americans tend to gravitate toward the kitchen as their communal space, reserving the living room for special occasions. In Southeast, the duplex apartments are entered via an outside gallery, then an outdoor patio and directly into a large common kitchen-dining room. The more formal living room lies beyond. The mother has easy visibility from the kitchen of the children playing in the outdoor patio or down in the main court. Polshek's design also most clearly indicates the separation of public space (courtyard), semi-public (corridor/galleria), semi-private (elevated walled-in patio), and private (the apartment), that Oscar Newman (Defensible Space) applauds in Riverbend Houses by Davis, Brody.

Security as a Consideration

In terms of scale, many designs acknowledge the six-story scale prevalent in the surrounding neighborhoods, although medium and highrises have gotten a foothold in Twin Parks. Scale has strong implications not only from the point of view of context and life style (families with children need to be close to the out-of-doors), but particularly with regards to security. Security is the thorny issue of the year, both for Twin Parks occupants and the UDC. While several of the architects have mentioned that security was not a central issue at the program's inception, it is now.

Not as much has to do with the users' own expressed need for security (a top priority desire in the lower classes that sociologist Lee Rainwater pointed to in 1966) as with the recent publication of Oscar Newman's Defensible Space. So with heightened awareness of how design can foster natural surveillance and sense of territoriality, many consider 5-11 the best example of a secure design scheme. Access is from the top level, the public street, into semi-public open galleries to the actual entrances of the building in two corners overlooking the plaza.

Nevertheless secure design still being as elusive as it is, it is not surprising that a few occupants of 5-11 complain of some muggings and fights—more so than say, in Site 4, a theoretically "less secure" high-rise.

Richard Meier's building has had its share of security problems too: Because Northeast was to be situated on two sides of a street that formed a boundary between the Italo-Americans and the blacks in the community, Meier closed off the street, and designed the housing to carefully enclose a plaza and pedestrian pass-through. The first summer the housing was occupied, the implicit intention of bringing the community together didn't often work, especially on those nights when the plaza became a battleground for the warring white and black teenagers. Nevertheless if Meier had designed a fenced-in fortress to begin with, he would have been castigated for not trying to inspire community togetherness.

Obviously any of these projects would be safer if it were designed as a fortress, or enclosed by gates. But overkill is easy and leaves unresolved the question of how the hous-
ing is to be an integral part of the community, not isolated from it. Why 5-11 works so well as both a bastion and a strong urban place lies a great deal in the topography: The slope provides natural enclosure so that the point about security is not so obvious.

Implications for Housing

There is no building in Twin Parks that totally responds to social and urban requirements with one design solution. Aside from the question of whether this goal is truly attainable, the architects didn't have the time or money. If social scientists had been involved in the design process, more of the apartments might have fully responded to the users' needs. This intervention too would have cost more time and money. Yet as the interiors indicate, one still senses that the occupants of the housing are reacting in a very positive way to the apartments. Furnishings give evidence of a response to the architecture, of a strong rooting in the home as an image of self and life style, characteristic of upwardly striving economic groups.

But despite Twin Parks' clear successes, it still could be considered as a case where the patient lived while the operation was a failure. In social, urban, and formal terms, none of the architects could produce a complete physical entity applicable as a model for future housing. The lesson for such a utopian goal is still the need for more time, money and research. But the operation (or experiment) has a built-in failure to begin with. The UDC still depends on Federal subsidies for its low-rent housing. Since the 236 monies that made Twin Parks (and much of the rest of UDC housing) possible, are being phased out without clear-cut replacements, this constraint is already proving the UDC's vulnerability.

Alternative solutions raise the issue of whether this kind of system of Federal aid, with a state administrating body—and the architectural profession—is the way to provide low-cost housing that responds to its users. At the most specific level, critics of 236 program point out that "indirect subsidies" really mean that direct subsidies are given to private builders who receive low mortgage interest rates (with the government picking up the tab at the bank for the difference) instead of to the user.

The Regional Plan Association has been discussing the advantages of housing certificates—allowances like food stamps that are paid directly to the occupants so they may rent on the private market. However this plan would only be successful if a large amount of housing was built in the private sector so that the lower income groups could move into good used housing.

Other critics of the American housing situation carry the certificate idea further to its physical implications. Architect John Turner (Freedom to Build) suggests that the government should not only make economic resources available but building materials as well, so that users could build their own housing to match the stage in family life cycle. In this network (as opposed to hierarchical) system architects could provide assistance and advice to the users. Others side with N.J. Habraken's ideas (Supports) that have a more physical basis, but ones which make sense in cities. Support structures—vertical frameworks—could be erected: Users then rent or buy part of the floor they desire to live in and build their own living spaces. The only problem is that the latter two proposals assume users want to build their housing themselves; or that the construction industry will be that permissive in this capitalistic society.

Nevertheless, the search for alternatives is an extremely valuable one, one that influential and imaginative organizations such as the UDC should be searching for. If there were any government body that could successfully advance progressive public housing practices in the United States it would seem to be one like UDC, simply on the strengths of its accomplishments under the tough demands of existing constraints. — Suzanne Stephens
I of them agree on strict enforcement of the federal program for new cars, but they don't want to be harrased.

There lies the dilemma. For controls carry with them the bureaucracy of enforcement, which spells harrassment. Voluntary curbs are even tougher on the individual, because they burden us with responsibility. But if we are going to have cleaner air before 1976, it is up to those of us who complain about it.

DON'T SAVE IT, PAVE IT

Just before Easter, the members of the House of Representatives, their attention on the impending vacation, voted down a proposal to divert money from highways to mass transit. At the same time they passed a $20 million highway construction bill. What opposition there was to the plan, which would have made money from the Highway Trust Fund available for mass transit, came from rural districts. Urban areas supported it. The Highway Trust Fund, a part of the Federal Budget, is financed entirely by taxes on gasoline, tires and trucking. Under current legislation, the Fund can be used only for new highways and a few related purposes. According to provisions of the now defunct bill, a mere $700 million of the Fund's yearly $6 billion income would have been diverted to mass transit. Rural areas would have had none of their road money taken, and urban areas had the option of using that $700 million for either mass transit or roads. . . . nothing was mandatory. Meanwhile, in the face of such obstinacy, Michigan has voted an increase of two cents (from seven to nine) in its state gasoline tax with one half cent of everything else, on politicians. How to deal with the problem is being hotly discussed and perhaps a combination of measures including more boxcars, smaller exports and more cutting will solve the problem. Meanwhile, prices alone are cutting into demand. And the crisis, if not at a peak, seems to be getting worse.

TECHNOLOGY

BINARY SYSTEM

Building systems consultant Steven Winters recently clued us in to Jorge Pardo's "Binary System," one of the latest proposals for construction based on the 60 degree alignment of structural components: It consists of two (hence binary) components—a circular column laid out on a grid pattern, and a rhomboidal structural floor panel which spans between columns. The rhombi are double equilateral triangles and can thus inter-connect in continuous configurations.

Buckminster Fuller's tetrahedra and Don Gellert's Fan-Shell system were three dimensional in their use of angular alignments. The Binary System uses the angular alignment in horizontal planes only, thus avoiding some geometric problems but at the same time lacking somewhat in continuity.

The interconnection of the floor sections results in interesting patterns which have been carefully adapted to layouts for apartments and schools, and Pardo suggests that the system can encompass construction at scales varying from toys to hospitals.

Real evaluation of the binary system is still premature as few building systems have their merits realized in the development stages. In fact, a system's success rarely rests with its technical details or component designs. The primary test of the efficacy of the binary system will be in the management and financing methods employed during planning, production, and construction phases of its operation.

UPS & DOWNS

BRINGING DOWN THE HOUSE

Dr. Glen Loney, Professor of Theaters, City University of New York, reports a comedy of errors for the Forum: In theater parlance, to "bring down the house" is something to be proud of. Applause. Cheers. A tumultuous roar.

Well, a tumult, a roar, and a crash greeted riggers last May in the new Community Theater in San Jose, California. While they were trying to adjust the cables supporting the theater's movable ceiling, the stage-right side tore free and plummeted to the auditorium floor, crushing scores of seats. Fortunately, since the accident occurred shortly after 1 p.m., no spectators were in the house, and no one was hurt.

The disaster demanded an immediate curtailment of cultural and conference events scheduled for the theater. But aside from the inconvenience of canceling events, there was the need to keep the house in operation to pay off construction costs. The handsome multi-purpose structure, designed by William Wesley Peters of Taubes Associated Architects, had opened only 11 weeks before with a monumental production of Aida meant to show off the capabilities of its large stage and generous backstage areas.

The 15-ton ceiling was devised in such a way that it could close off some 300 balcony seats, turning a 3,000 seat auditorium into a more intimate 2700 seat theater. Curtains downstairs could make the seating area even smaller. By virtue of the ceiling's movability, the acoustical properties of the auditorium could be modified for concerts, operas, plays and speeches.

While the fall was almost a year ago, placement of the blame has yet to be made. In December, the San Jose Civic Improvement Authority and the City of San Jose filed a com-
ENERGY

"Architecture creates its own world—literally. A building is more than a space enclosure; it is a sealed life support system. A high rise building is artificially lighted, heated, ventilated and cooled. Think about that. Think about it in terms of Playing with the environment. Think of it in terms of the energy crisis. And polluting side effects. And the multiplication of power needed for every commercial or institutional building in a city."

Ada Louise Huxtable
The New York Times
July 16, 1972

The FORUM’S editors have thought about that...AND TAKEN ACTION...
The July/August double issue of The Architectural Forum will devote itself exclusively to the crisis in Energy—a crisis which may revolutionize architecture as we know it.

The Problem

While the efforts of industry to cope with the problem are well publicized, the efforts of the design professions are not. Many of today’s solutions to yesterday’s problems are coming into question . . . What is the future of glass facades and open planning in light of energy waste? . . . What will cluster utility cores mean to entire blocks of buildings? . . . How will future heat, lighting and power sources affect the shape and planning of individual rooms as well as entire structures? . . . How far along towards implementation are the new developments in energy sources? . . .

These are a few of the many questions being raised by architects and designers as they assess energy problems in terms of a design standard.

A High Interest—High Readership Editorial Package

In keeping with its traditional, award-winning approach, this editorial review will examine the complete spectrum of problems that bear on energy usage. Nor will a mere statement of the problems suffice. New developments in energy sources will be examined; the latest nuclear energy plants will be appraised. Capping this will be an analysis of the fundamental changes that must take place—changes in legislative guidelines and codes, changes in technology, changes in social attitudes, changes in the character, scale and configuration of new buildings.

Analysis by the Profession’s Keenest Minds

Under the thoughtful editorship of William Marlin—recipient of the American Business Press Neal Award for the best special issue of 1972 (devoted to Buckminster Fuller), the Forum will contain a full-spectrum “biography” of energy concepts throughout history, and draw on the insights of some of the keenest minds in the increasingly related fields of design and science.

Architect Richard Stein, F. A. I. A., has tirelessly worked and researched energy and its impact upon architecture. His extensive studies in this area have gained international recognition. His contribution on how an architect views the energy crisis will keynote the issue.

R. Buckminster Fuller, scientist, structural engineer, inventor and himself the subject of a special FORUM issue, will contribute more provocative thoughts.

Architect Louis Kahn, F. A. I. A., (who was the subject of a profile in last year’s July/August issue) will contribute his insights to the problem. His use of light and its modulation as a key design element makes his involvement in this particular issue particularly apt.
The overriding concern over the imminent energy crisis, the outstanding thinkers analyzing the problems, and an augmented circulation approaching 50,000 copies make the July/August number of The Architectural Forum an outstanding advertising vehicle.

Advance reaction to this publishing event is such that Richard Stein, who is providing the anchor piece for this issue, has been invited to preview the July/August issue of The FORUM at the National Exposition of Contract Interiors Furnishings (NEOCON) being held at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart in June. The directors of this, the largest single most important meeting of architects, interior designers and space planners, recognize the seriousness of the situation and accordingly are featuring a panel on the Energy Crisis during the exposition. Everyone there, because of their great involvement in the design profession, will be interested in the presentation. Literally thousands of these professionals — architects — interior designers, and industrial designers, will be presold on this issue.

No matter what products you market, this issue is an advertising must for you. Every firm that sells to architects and is involved in energy conservation should be represented.

**Bonus Distribution**

Because of the importance of this issue, a minimum of 2,500 additional copies of the July/August FORUM will be sent to those influentials capable of resolving the energy crisis. Copies will be sent to:

- All members of Congress
- The governors of the 50 states
- All members of the Cabinet
- Mayors of the Cities over 1,000,000 population
- Chief executives of Fortune’s 1,000 leading corporations
- Chief executives of the Utility members of Edison Electric Institute and the American Gas Association
- Financial and features editors of leading magazines and newspapers.

Additionally, this double number of The FORUM is the fourth in a cycle, beginning with the Jan/Feb. 1972 issue on “The World of Buckminster Fuller” which has historically sold several thousand extra single copies. The fact is that each issue, the one on Dr. Fuller as well as those on Louis Kahn and Philip Johnson have become collectors’ items, each having completely sold out its press run.

**In Summary**

The opportunity to tell your sales story to an audience of vitally interested prospects is here for the seizing.

31,000 registered, practicing architects — your key customers who in 4 out of 5 instances select and approve products for use in the buildings they design ... 13,000 other architects, builders, engineers and others deeply involved in construction and planning of new edifices ... leaders of federal, state and civic government ... top executives in industry and public utilities ... leading financial and business publication editors ... all will see your story in the July/August FORUM.

Closing date: July 2.
the accident. When the ceiling is replaced, San Jose still wants a movable ceiling and an adjustable auditorium.

COMPETITIONS

CONSERVATION CONCERNS

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation has announced its second annual awards program to recognize architects, engineers and clients involved in the design of buildings that conserve energy.

Open to registered architects and licensed engineers practicing in the U.S., the project must be commissioned, not a speculative design. Among the jury members are: Walter A. Meisen, Assist. Commissioner for Construction Management, GSA, Washington, D.C.; Ronald E. Aspgren, Chief Corporate Architect, Montgomery Ward, Chicago; and Professor Gifford Albright, Department of Architectural Engineering, Penn. State University. Entries must be submitted by August 31.

For more information, write: Energy Conservation Award Program, Architectural Products Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

CONCRETE KUDOS

Designs using concrete made with white cement are eligible for entry into Portland Cement Association's fifth annual White Cement Awards Competition. Submissions for the 1973 competition should be sent before July 31 to PCA, Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Illinois 60076, attention of James A. Frohlich. The structures must be located in the U.S., designed by architects with offices here, and completed sometime between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 1972.

BIG THINK

TOWN MEETING FOR 20,000,000

The New York metropolitan region has, of course, the same problems as the rest of the country, it just has them in stiffer doses. The 20 million persons living within an 80 mile radius of New York City have more (or at least just as many) transportation, housing and pollution problems than people elsewhere—in large part because of the region's density: too many, too close together.

Such a response, says Dr. George H. Gallup, "must be seen as the views of civic activists, not a scientific sample of the region's whole population." But at the same time he points out, "This is an amazing outpouring of ballots for a project like this. There has never been such a widespread response to a set of hard planning issues that most people just leave to officials."

Some of the findings were decisive. For example, 77 percent favored the continued building of low income public housing and 82 percent favored that government encourage tenants and community groups to take over management of deteriorating apartments. Other decisions were less clear cut. Fifty percent favored the construction of "less expensive housing" (attached or on small lots) on vacant land, even if some zoning responsibility were shifted to county or state governments.

At the same time it came as a jolt to the Regional Plan Association that only 45 percent wanted to slow or stop expressway construction in the Region.

Following final tabulations of all ballots on all choices, The Regional Plan Association hopes to make its films available through a commercial film distributor. And a final film, containing the Gallup Poll findings may be shown this fall.

EXHIBITS

BENEATH THE DOME

The rotunda of Chicago's Museum of Science and Industry is a suitably grand setting for the exhibit of Buckminster Fuller's work, on display there through the end of August. Although "innovative" is a word that falls short of encompassing the scope of Fuller's vision, his quest has continually moved beyond conventional bounds. And it is this quest which the exhibit illustrates. Roughly, it covers three periods of Fuller's career: the Dymaxion period 1927-1944; the energetic-synergetic-geometric period from 1944-1964.
EAMES FURNITURE SHOW

In April, you may remember we said some nice things about those 50 objects designed by Charles Eames, now on view through July 1 at New York's Museum of Modern Art and covering the past 33 years. Included are 39 chairs and examples of his multiple seating, tables and storage units.

Well, now we must say some equally nice things about Mr. Eames himself, and about that wonderfully affable wife of his, Ray—they are absolutely great at the show's opening, with everyone else jostling for autographs and as is so often the case at MOMA openings, jockeying for position. The Eameses were very kind and above it all, looking as though they were still breathing that unuptight Santa Monica air.

Through the years, Mr. and Mrs. Eames have turned out, among a dazzling array of other things, a series of brilliantly conceived chairs, ottomans, and benches. But Eames, who originally trained as an architect and as early as 1930 had his own architectural practice, thinks of himself as an architect. "I can't help but look at the problems around us as problems of structure," he says, "and structure is architecture."

In his introduction to the exhibit, Arthur Drexler, director of MOMA's Department of Architecture and Design, calls Eames "the most original American furniture designer since Duncan Phyfe," which is one of the best compliments to Phyfe we can think of. How does Eames himself feel about this retrospective? "It's a little like scratching a place that doesn't itch," he said.

DOMUS ON DISPLAY


CONFABS

NEOCON 5

NEOCON 5, planned for June 20-22 at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago, promises to be timely with such topics as the energy crisis, the designer-builder, an assessment of office-landscape, and others. For information contact NEOCON at the Merchandise Mart, Chicago 60654.

EDRA 4

Now that the fourth meeting of the Environmental Design and Research Association (Blacksburg, Va. April 15-18) has come and gone, it seems worthwhile to look back and see how far the field of environmental research has come and where it might be going. Since he was down there anyway, we asked Don Conway, AIA Director of Research, to do just that:

EDRA, was formed about five years ago by a group of architects, planners, behavioral scientists, and corporate research people, all of whom had the relationship between man and the man-made physical environment as the principal focus of their research. Recognizing the complex nature of this field and to facilitate the multi-disciplinary effort needed, a forum for discussion was needed and so EDRA was conceived. Since that first meeting at the School of Design at North Carolina State in 1969, EDRA 2 (Pittsburgh), EDRA 3 (UCLA in collaboration with AIA) have been held. Thus with this latest meeting—EDRA 4—we have enough background to see where the field of environmental design is today.

Some indication of this is given by the program of EDRA. A sample of session titles begins to tell us something about the breadth of the field—theoretical issues, research and design for different age groups, environmental cognition, decision making tools, quantitative techniques in environmental analysis and future oriented technologies are a few of the topics the field attempts to cover. Breadth of fields, of course, is not enough information to explain what is really happening in research. When we begin to look at depth of knowledge, increased understanding and generalizability of findings—as represented by the papers and workshops at EDRA 4—the picture comes out to be gray and somewhat muggy at best, certainly not rosy. To begin with, and despite the best efforts of conference organizer, Wolfgang Preiser, EDRA 4 was plagued by a raft of outdated, highly personalized and methodologically shaky papers. This is not to say that there were no good papers at EDRA 4—there were. But the point is that the time has come where the "anything goes" approach of the early EDRA conferences is not acceptable anymore.

It seems clear that more critical appraisal and public discussion of the work being presented must become the order of the day. It is interesting to note, for example, how few of the papers raised any controversy whatever, and how little criticism there was from either other speakers or audience at any of the sessions. The healthiest thing that could happen to this field of research is for everyone to take the gloves off, and start slugging it out in true
scientific style.

One very valid reason for EDRA to begin insisting on higher quality papers at its meetings is the growing importance of the EDRA conferences on both the national and international scene. At Blacksburg, for example, there were 30 presentations from Canada, 15-20 from England, 15 from Germany, six from Switzerland (including a representative from the Swiss Psychological Association) and eight from Sweden. All in all, there were about 680 people in attendance. While these figures are down slightly from the previous meeting they do indicate a larger number of people with an interest in man-environment research than say five or ten years ago. Certainly the EDRA meetings are the largest research meetings for this field, and as these meetings grow so does EDRA's responsibility for assuring a higher standard for the work presented.

The high points at EDRA, when there were any, were high indeed and give clear statements of the underlying vigor of this fast emerging field of research. Notable in this respect was the marathon series of workshops called Childhood City under Robin Moore's (University of California—Berkeley) direction. Once started, and thanks to a lot of pre-conference environment interaction one can explore almost every possible aspect of child-environment relations was the first new idea I have heard in this field in a long time.

A recurrent theme at EDRA 4 was the need to "bridge the gap" between research and design practice. This of course, is not a new concern but it has come up so often it deserves a closer look here. On one side of the gap stands the practitioner community. It is torn a hundred ways by depressed construction markets, the construction management phenomenon, go building systems or not, dealing with the encroachment by the engineers and on and on. Compounding the problem, from the research point of view, is an anti-rational design bias that runs a mile wide through the design professions. Small wonder then that such a pitifully small percentage of people at EDRA 4 were practitioners. Perhaps practitioners do have to be shown "there's-gold-in-them-thar (research) hills!" One cannot help but wonder however about the state of health of any group of professions that hold their knowledge acquiring apparatus (i.e. the research community) in such low esteem as the design professions—and at least as evidenced by the practitioner turn out at EDRA 4.

All is not well on the other side of the gap either. The EDRA 4 Planning Committee acknowledged this to some extent when they scheduled two program sessions on theory building. Clearly this implies the need for serious theoretical work in environmental research. First to stem the tide of egocentric, one shot, low quality papers that presently confuses serious research. Secondly, and more importantly, the application (and the credibility that goes with it) of individual environment research findings will continue to be limited unless and until some sort of theoretical framework for it evolves.

Finally some mention should be made of the changes that were made in the EDRA organization itself at Blacksburg. EDRA is now an officially incorporated organization rather than the non-entity it was up to about a year ago. A result, it is beginning to take on real form and to think about expanding its activities beyond an annual conference. At the first election ever held three new members were elected to the EDRA board of Directors—Florence Ladd (a psychologist at the Graduate School of Design—Harvard) Wolfgang Preiser (an architect on the VPI faculty) and yours truly, Don Conway. Chairmanship also changed hands from Henry Sanoff (Architect—North Carolina State University) to Daniel Carson (Psychologist—University of Wisconsin). There is reason to hope that all this organizing, shifting about and changing will make EDRA a more effective and active organization than it has been... perhaps we'll see evidence of that at EDRA 5 in Milwaukee.

ACADEME

SUMMER SESSIONS

The Engineering Foundation of the United Engineering Trustees, Inc. has chosen two locations as the setting for some interesting conferences this summer: Berwick Academy, South Berwick, Maine, will host various speakers and topics during the summer: June 24-29 "Need for National Policy for the Use of Underground Space" (E. F. Case, President of the New York City Transit Authority). July 8-13 "Issues in Behavioral Travel Demand Modeling and the Valuation of Travel Time" (P. R. Stopher and A. H. Meyburg both of Cornell University). August 19-24 "Evaluation in Health Services Delivery" (Richard Yaffe of the U.S. Public Health Service Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland, and Dr. David Zalkind of the University of North Carolina School of Public Health).

Energy will be the featured topic at New England College, Hanover, New Hampshire, on two dates: July 15-20 "Energy Research—Alternatives for Policy and Management to Meet Regional and National Needs" (Gerald Berg of the Environmental Protection Agency), and August 19-24 "Energy Conservation at Point of Use" (Jesse Denton of the University of Pennsylvania).

Attendance, limited to 100 persons, is by application or invitation. $160 covers registration, occupancy and meals. Information and application forms may be obtained from the Engineering Foundation, 345 E. 47th Street, New York, N. Y.

ADENDA

Photography credits for "Five on Five" (FORUM, May 1973) were omitted. They are as follows: Figure 5 from Le Corbusier by Robert Furneaux Jordan, (Hill & Co.) who published it courtesy of G. Pivarski, Paris; Figures 6 and 10, P. Carl; Figures 7 and 19, Laurin McCracken; 8, Leni Iselin; 9, 11, 15, 18, 30, Ezra Stoller; 17, Richard di Liberto; 25, Courtesy Museum of Modern Art; 27, Norman McGrath; Also, Figure 1 was printed upside down, and 5 and 6 should be reversed in order of mention in the text.

The energy crisis and tomorrow’s design

The July/August issue of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM devotes itself exclusively to the Energy Crisis—a crisis which could revolutionize architecture as we know it.

How will this crisis change the fact of architecture? The FORUM’s editors have gathered some fascinating answers. They will offer readers an absorbing insight into new energy economies for design and building which influences our energy use more than any other industry except transportation and the military.

The FORUM draws upon the insights of some of the profession’s keenest thinkers — Richard G. Stein, Louis Kahn, and R. Buckminster Fuller — to bridge the practical and the poetic, the scientific and the esthetic, showing how the energy crisis will influence architecture and environmental design.

The FORUM will also cover the full spectrum of expertise in energy research — what’s being done to develop synthetic fuels from coal and shale oil . . . to reduce pollutants in petroleum fields . . . to tap the earth for developing geothermal energy — everything.

This publishing event will itself be a source of energy — creative energy for the architectural profession at a time when energy was never needed more.

Order extra copies of this special Energy Issue by filling out and mailing the coupon below. If you’re not already a subscriber, simply check the appropriate box and we’ll see to it that the Special $5 Energy Issue is included with your subscription.
To order any of the literature described, circle the indicated number on the self-addressed Reader Service Card on page 77.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
From the Schotz Lighting Division of the 1973 acquires 7 examples of Schotz light contemporary light fixtures are covered in a 9-page brochure including R-12 Air-Lite Troffers, 6-inch wide Troffers, surface luminaires, Gym-lite, ceiling or wall-mounted fixtures, and completely sealed exit fixtures. On Reader Service Card, circle 200.

BUILDING SEALANTS
Dow Corning offers an 8-page brochure outlining application information on typical anchoring details, and short form specifications. On Reader Service Card, circle 201.

FRAMING SOFTWOOD
Expanded to include additional design values and complete data on lumber sizes and types, a 1973 guide to the Western Wood Technical Library “Product Use Manual” now available from Western Wood Products Assoc. A basic technical guide for selecting light framing lumber and estimating needed quantities of siding and paneling, manual includes tables on design values for light framing and on properties of sections for joists, beams, planks, decking. Other catalogs available. On Reader Service Card, circle 202.

TEXTURED LIMESTONE PANELS
January, 1973 “Textured Panels of Indiana Limestone," published by Harding & Cogswell, Inc., introduces several newly created texture finishes and profiles. Included is a detailed section on the direction of the large textured panels; also includes square foot price information for the floor-to-floor panels, typical anchoring details, and short form specifications. On Reader Service Card, circle 203.

POWDER COATINGS
A technical/descriptive bulletin about Vitralon powder coatings has been issued by Pratt & Lambert. 22 advantages are presented and performance characteristics listed. Also provided are technical data on surface preparation, application, curing methods, storage, service, and specifics on chemical resistance, hardness, and adhesion. On Reader Service Card, circle 204.

WOOD ADHESIVES
Four-page illustrated catalog describing Scotch Grip Adhesive 5230, Scotch Grip Construction Mastic 4314, and Scotch-Weld Polymer Bond Structural Adhesives provide for wood bonding applications for either in-plant modular house assembly or shop job construction available from 3M Com.

and mixes of these with conventional colors. Fluorescent tints, blends, semi-fluorescent colors charted, along with samples of hundreds of clean color combinations. On Reader Service Card, circle 211.

FIRE SECURITY
12-page technical report on smoke detector autographing fire/smoke doors available from Rixon-Waymark, Inc. Report describes tests conducted at the “Project Corridor” facility, with the consent of the California Fire Marshall. Includes complete details on test procedures, facilities, results. On Reader Service Card, circle 212.

GLASS

HEATING/COOLING

WATERPROOFING
Illustrated brochure on TREMproof Waterproofing Systems for a variety of below, on, and above-grade construction applications available from Tremco Mfg. Co. Describes waterproofing security at low cost for occupied areas and gives application data for complete line of liquid polymers, masonry preservatives, transparent preservatives, all-level drains, and adjustable King-Pin Pedestals. On Reader Service Card, circle 215.

CONCRETE/STEEL REINFORCEMENTS

CERAMICS
Brochure from American Olean describes Red-Set Systems 200, pre-cast, glazed ceramic sheets. 2" x 2" sheets of 1" x 1" unglazed ceramic mosaics are factory grouted with color-coordinated polyurethane. Sheets install with a matching polyurethane adhesive; 10 patterns and 4 grout shades available. Installation guide line listed. On Reader Service Card, circle 217.

DEMAND LIMIT SYSTEM
New solid state control system which eliminates high demand peaks enabling large electricity users to buy their energy at a lower demand rate, Brochure describes Demand Limit System consisting of 3 current transformers that measure total power being used; an AG-to-DC converter which totalizes voltage during each demand billing interval; and the DLC controller which eliminates high demand peaks by turning “deforable loads” on and off automatically in a predetermined sequence. On Reader Service Card, circle 218.

DIFFUSED LIGHT PANELS
“Thermal-lucent Panels,” described in 6-page brochure published by the New England Pacific Corp. Offers specifics on custom designed and fabricated panels using construction that provide glare-free diffused light and offer high insulating qualities to reduce heat loss. Panels are sandwich of translucent fiberglass plastic sheets bonded to a grid core of mechanically welded I-beams. On Reader Service Card, circle 219.

ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
Brochure from Kawneer/AMAX describes the Entara-XD Educational Entrance System designed for strength and security in schools and colleges. Shows heavy duty aluminum frame construction; features include door corners joined with machine bolts with welded shear blocks, attachment of high-stress hardware, architectural aluminum wallcurtains, interlocking frames, double weatherstripping, and a pressure equalized threshold. On Reader Service Card, circle 220.

WASHROOM FIXTURES
1973 Washroom Fixtures catalog from Kohler Co. presents its line of 500- to 5,000-square-foot commercial washrooms, washstands, wash basins, and associated accessories, pressurized soap spray systems, in assorted materials and colors. Color selections, specifications, layout drawings, added. On Reader Service Card, circle 221.

SLIDING DOORS
From Clear Door Co., a brochure describing their line of Designer Series sliding doors for interior openings where maximum attractiveness and fast, simple, easy opening and closing are required for control of environment. With fast open/close speed and perimiter seals, sliding doors said to be ideal for computer rooms, industrial and food plants, pharmaceuticals, laboratories, hospitals. On Reader Service Card, circle 222.

STANDBY GENERATORS
Kohler Co. presents its line of 500- to 5,000-square-foot commercial washrooms, washstands, wash basins, and associated accessories, pressurized soap spray systems, in assorted materials and colors. Color selections, specifications, layout drawings, added. On Reader Service Card, circle 223.

CLEAN ROOM EQUIPMENT
Industrial, commercial, institutional uses for modular laminar flow clean room equipment described in new brochure entitled “Weber Clean Room Equipment.” Published by Weber Technical Products. Emphasized is the flexibility of Weber cleanroom equipment which can provide horizontal or vertical laminar flow suitable for clean rooms. On Reader Service Card, circle 224.
**SPECTRA-CULAR**

Peabody/Mutschler introduces its Spectra Series, an integrated and coordinated interior for open-plan schools. The equipment is movable, integrated in function and color, multipurpose, and styled in rounded, unbroken lines. The series includes space dividers, furniture and interchangeable component cabinetry (Spectra Series I, II, and III, respectively). The cabinetry is of lightweight modules which can be stacked, fixed to walls, put on casters or bases, or used singly, and range in sizes from 12" x 24" to 60" x 78", with depths either 11½" or 23". Spectra-Mold corners, using no nails, screws or glues, make the modules molded integral units which slide easily. The basic element of the furniture is a strong and durable plastic shell, moulded to support the body. Space dividers are sight and sound barriers which can be used singly or grouped as study carrels.

*On Reader Service Card, circle 100.*

**DRY FEET**

Imagine walking in winter and having dry feet! That's what is happening in Norway, where they electrified the sidewalks of a shopping street (at minimal cost: they have hydro-electric power). Plastic insulated copper cable is laid and then graded sidewalks of concrete are poured over it, so that the cable becomes part of the slab. The power is turned on when snow begins to fall so that it immediately turns to water and drains into the streets. This means that the temperature is at or above 32 degrees F. Heating cables are from Standard Telefon-og Kabelfabrik, a subsidiary of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.

*On Reader Service Card, circle 101.*

**TWIN-BEAMED**

Recently introduced by Guth Lighting, a Division of Sola Basic Industries, is "Twin-Beam Aristolite". This fluorescent fixture has an acrylic enclosure which directs illumination to the sides, reflecting away from the normal viewing angle and improving contrast rendition and visual performance. The fixture combination is available in 1' x 4' two-light and 1' x 8' tandem four-light units. Both sizes offer an apparent installation depth of 1¾" due to the shallow chassis design. This surface mounted fixture is ideal for interior lighting of commercial and institutional buildings.

*On Reader Service Card, circle 102.*


SINK TURTLE
The St. Charles Manufacturing Co. has introduced a utility turtlet for sinks. Because various kinds of sinks can be plugged into this core, and thereby change its function, the turtle becomes more than a piece of fixed equipment. It can be relocated with minimum time and labor (contingent on local plumbing codes). The turrets are interchangeable both as to single bowl with ledge and double bowl sinks with ledge and also interchangeable for height to accommodate standing or sitting application. The turret is modular and all service fixtures could be adapted to any single turret. The unit is being used in schools in science, home-economics, and arts and crafts departments.


McMASTER UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER. ARCHITECTS: Craig Zeidler Strong. (Materials & Manufactures submitted by the architects.)
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The St. Charles Manufacturing Co. has introduced a utility turtlet for sinks. Because various kinds of sinks can be plugged into this core, and thereby change its function, the turtle becomes more than a piece of fixed equipment. It can be relocated with minimum time and labor (contingent on local plumbing codes). The turrets are interchangeable both as to single bowl with ledge and double bowl sinks with ledge and also interchangeable for height to accommodate standing or sitting application. The turret is modular and all service fixtures could be adapted to any single turret. The unit is being used in schools in science, home-economics, and arts and crafts departments.
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INTRODUCING A NEW SERVICE

As the leading publication in the field, THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM announces an important service beginning with the September issue: Classified Advertising.

Classified advertising in this publication will give you an opportunity to communicate with the largest readership of architects in the field.

More than 31,000 architects are reading THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM each month. These are in addition to more than 11,000 engineering and other professional personnel. No other publication in the field can match this readership.

As an employer, you should find this service helpful in your search for new talent (POSITIONS AVAILABLE).

As a professional, or as a new talent, you should find this service helpful and useful as an instrument for making your availability known (AVAILABLE FOR POSITION).

As an agency or a school with an appropriate service to offer, you will want to be included under (INSTRUCTION) or (EMPLOYMENT SERVICE).

We hope you will take advantage of this new opportunity to reach the people who are reaching for what you have to offer.

RATES: 50¢ per word per insertion. $10.00 minimum. Payment must accompany order. Add 6 words for Box Number. Closing date is 1st of month preceding publication date.

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, Classified.
One Astor Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10036

Please run my ad as follows in your next _________ issues at 50¢ per word ($10.00 minimum). Payment is enclosed.

Under ☐ Position Available ☐ Available for Position ☐ Instruction ☐ Employment Service
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Company

Address

City State Zip

Telephone
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ANACONDA ALUMINUM COMPANY Peitscher, Janda/Associates, Inc. 11
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PPG INDUSTRIES Ketchum, MacLeod & Greve, Inc. ..................... 2-3
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SILBRICO CORP. Elving Johnson Advertising, Inc. ..................... 20
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We need those numbers on the address label. They help speed up the change—for which please allow up to six weeks.
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FIRM ________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________

CITY ___________ STATE __________ ZIP _____
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Also, if you write us about your subscription, be sure to give both old and new addresses, the type of subscription and your ZIP code.

Cut out and mail to:

Circulation Manager, ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
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Scope Furniture Inc.
407 West 13th Street
New York, New York 10014
Tel. 212 243-0488
New THERMAFIBER® fire-safety system for high-rise construction.

THERMAFIBER Curtain Wall Insulation proved its effectiveness in recent 2 and 3-hour fire tests witnessed and certified by recognized consulting engineers. Temperatures were controlled to follow the ASTM E119 standard time-temperature curve. THERMAFIBER Curtain Wall Insulation protects spandrel panels, exterior column covers, window and track fillers. This quality fire-resistant product is available in regular blankets or foil-faced to eliminate need for separate vapor barrier. Attachment is mechanical using impaling clips or fasteners. See test pictures at left for the revealing results of this highly effective fire-safety system component.

THERMAFIBER Safing Insulation also proved its superior fire-resistance in a separate 3-hour fire test. Furnace temperatures conformed to the ASTM E119 time-temperature curve. Results showed a melt point of over 2000°F. The Fire Hazard Classification for unfaced curtain wall and safing, tested in accordance with ASTM E84, is Flame Spread 15, Fuel Contributed 0, Smoke Developed 0 (foil-faced: 25-0-0).

THERMAFIBER Safing Insulation provides the compressibility to allow it to be installed between the floor and curtain wall; yet it's sufficiently resilient to seal the gap tightly. Insertion on support brackets or impaling clips is recommended. THERMAFIBER is non-corrosive to steel or aluminum, vermin-proof, moisture-resistant and mildew-proof.

Add thermal efficiency and sound control and you'll readily see why this fire-safety system, made up of THERMAFIBER Curtain Wall and THERMAFIBER Safing Insulation, has been so well received. Just a few new buildings now employing this advanced system are Chicago's 110-story Sears Tower, Cleveland's Diamond Shamrock, Detroit's Detroit Edison, and Milwaukee's Wisconsin Center Building. See your U.S.G. representative for specifics. Or write to us at 101 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AF-63.
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